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CARNIVAL
NOW IN PROGRESS
TILLSON A V E N U E , ROCKLAND
Lasts A ll This W eek

Rides, Ferris W heel

Dare Devil Motor Cycle Rider,

BEANO

Stunts,

G am es

BEANO

A ll Prizes and Supplies Bought o f Rockland
Merchants
COME D O W N TO TH E CARNIVAL
(A uspices W inslow -H olbrook Post, A. L .)

BREEZEMERE PAVILIO N

■

LINCOLNVILLE CENTER

DANCING SA T U R D A Y NIGHTS
Music by Stan W alsh’s Orchestra
119-lt

NURSERY SC H O O L -K IN D E R G A R T E N
RUTH D. PILLSBURY, A. B., SMITH COLLEGE
ST. PETER'S UNDERCROFT—9-12 DAILY
Music, Alrada L. Hall—Dancing, EUae Allen Comer
119-120
Opens October 10—For further information telephone Thomaston 80

NEXT
SU N D A Y

PAR

F O R T Y C L U B B E N E FIT SH O W
M ARY CARLISLE, FR A N K CRAVEN
in “T H A T ’S G R A T IT U D E ”
2.00, 6.30, 8.30 P. M.

REGULAR PRICES

OFFICIAL INSPECTION STATION
NO. 4 9 8
E. 0 . PHILBROOK & SON
TEL. 466-W

632 M ain S treet
CHRYSLER

Rockland, Me.
REO

PLYM O U TH

OPENING DANCE
O PER A H OUSE, CAM DEN, MAINE

S atu rd ay, O ctob er 6
Music Bv

LLOYD RAFNELL A nd H is GEORGIANS
Featuring JANE RAFNELL
Dancing 8.30 to 12.00
Admission 40c

119-120

Everybody Remembers the Good Time Thev Had Last Week At

BERNIE M A R R ’S O RIGINAL BA RN D A N C E
IFormerly at The Chateau!
ALL NEW
ALL DIFFERENT
NOVEL
Featuring TILLIE PINKHAM AND HER HILL BILLIES
12
PERFORMERS
12
AND ALL THE PRIZES—GROCERIES AND ROASTERS

OCEAN VIEW BALLROOM
ROCKLAND

T H U R SD A Y O CTO BER 4
118*119

NEW HEAT FOR YOUR CAR
Be com fortable this w inter. W e have som ething
new in

HOT
W ATER
HEATERS
E xclusive Design, Peerless P erform ance
Inspect these heaters before you b u y

DYER’S GARAGE
ROCKLANQ

h a d noted guests

in

THREE CENTS A COPY

THE VALLEY OF T H E ST. JOHN

TEL. 124

FEATH ER BEDS

BULBS

WE BU Y

GOLD

Clarence E. Daniels

JEWELER
370 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
r78-tf

$ 2 5 .0 0

REWARD

Will be paid for any corn which
G reat Christopher Positive Corn Cure
cannot remove. Also good for cal
louses. Sold in Rockland by McLAIN’S SHOE STORE, 432 Main St.

107»Th-128

BLUEBERRIES A N D

YACHTS

R ockland M otorists In trigu ed By W hat Son Of Late T hom as W . Law son G ives The
They S aw Follow ing It T o the Sea
C ourier-G azette Interview On Those Subjects

(By The Roving Reporter—Fourth installment
since this beautiful memorial to i
that I had left nothing behind, be
••• Gen. Henry Knox was dedicated.
cause
I usually did.
The great essentials of happl- — Gen. Knox Chapter, D.A.R., and j
Mrs. Mitchell smiled, "We're used
— ness are: som ething to do, someLady Knox Chapter, D.A.R., a t the |
— thing to love, something to hope •••
to forgetful patrons," she add.
invitation o f Knox Memorial Asso- j
— for.—Anon.
"Last summer one man went away
...
.«■ ciation entertained the State Re
and forgot his hat."
gent, Mrs. Clinton C. Stevens of
Laughing heartily at such a piece
Bangor at a joint meeting, followed
of carelessness I started down the
by
a
social
hour
and
tea.
I
ONE YEAR AG O
!
walk, saying goodbye to the land
The meeting was opened by Miss
lady.
♦A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A
+
Edith
Lenfest,
regent
of
Gen.
Knox
P W T V W V W V V V V V V V V V V ***** V AV AV
"Just a moment," said she, “ypu
From the files of The 'Courier-Ga Chapter, who expressed in well
have left your grip."
chosen words the pleasure and pride
zette we learn th a t:—
The m an who went away without
of the two Chapters in entertaining
saint John (and remember to al his h at would have had the last
Adelbert L. Miles was injured in their distinguished guests. Mrs. Ste
ways spell out the word (‘Saint") laugh, had he known of th a t inci
Nobleboro, when another motor vens an d Admiral and Mrs. Pratt.
was
founded by the United Empire dent.
crashed into his. His face was badly
Mrs. Charles A. Creighton, ex- Loyalists 150 years ago, and the citi
cut by flying glass.
Home Men You Meet
State Regent, and president of the
Dr. Everett W. Hodgkins of Thom  Knox Memorial Association, wel zens think so well of It that their
The
customs
officials at St. Ste
Chamber of Commerce extends the
aston suffered a broken nose and
comed the two Chapters, the State j c,ty.s welcome in tMs language:
phen
shunted
us
across the inter
other injuries when his horse fell
Regent, Mrs. Stevens and Rear Ad
national
bridge,
and
on the Ameri
during a race a t Damariscotta.
miral P ra tt to Montpelier, touching j*
can side we underwent the custom
Milton Rollins was elected chief briefly on Mrs. Stevens' fine record j
ary cross-examination. We were
The city of ;<ra-kissed breezes
patriarch of Rockland Encampment.
in office, and the pleasure and honor
evidently not suspected of .being dia
has been the Eastern Canadian
Sarah F. Getchell died, aged 73.
felt by the Association in receiving
mond smugglers for we were allowed
ntecca
of
tourists
for
years.
Un
Henry W. Moore, former Rockland
so distinguished a guest as Rear Ad
to pass on without the car upholstery
excelled for picturesque scen
tailor, died in Boston, aged 70.
miral P ratt.
,
ery
and
outdoor
recreation,
being
torn up.
Col. Basil H. Stinson and Devi Flint
Mrs. Maude Blodgett, regent of I coupled with a delightful cli
I t has been my observation, after
attended th e World Series in New
Lady Knox Chapter, gracefully intro
dealing with quite a few customs
mate the city of Saint John
IYork.
duced the speagers.
officials that you meet different
offers to the vacationist an ideal
The address of Mrs. Stevens was
types, as you do in 'all other walks
and pleasing allure.
H E ’S A W IN N E R
an interesting resume of the ardu- j
of life. There was for instance tnat
ous work of a 1934 State Regent.'
Ronald S om es' A ctivities For The State slogan of "loyal, patriotic But lt.s a curious thing. No mat- surly official up in Armstrong when
Gonia and I crossed into Quebec last
Ford M otor Co. Bring service” was inspired by the initials ter how large a clty
live jn, how fall. There was that extremely af
I
Nice R e tu rn s
of her name, Lena P. Stevens, and . beautiful or how important — me fable official at Fort Fairfield, who
has been conscientiously lived up to grass ts always greener in the other made it possible for us to obtain
The summ er sales drive on trucks
during her term. She touched on the fellow-s yard, to use an expression gasolene in the unheardof hours
and commercial car sales in the New
many fine objects the Maine D.A R I that my associate, John M. Richard- of a Sunday morning, when fodder
England territory conducted by the
are working on, as Opportunity Farm,
frequently quotes. And so it for gas buggies could not possibly
Somerville branch of the Ford Mo
the salvation of so many homeless is in Saint John, according to our have been found on the New Bruns
tor Company, was officially closed
boys; work with the immigrants at young guide, newly graduated from wick side. On the whole I credit the
Tuesday night with a banquet to the
Ellis Island; the Student Loan, en the city's high school. Saint John customs men with being a very
winners held a t Hotel Bradford, Bos
abling worthy students to complete has a population in excess of 60,000 agreeable sort.
ton, and a theatre party a t Shubert
a college course; the State Endow and apparently there is plenty for
I t was a couple of hours before
Theatre, where "As Thousands Cheer"
ment Fund, which event.tally will everybody to do. but H unt told me Calais hotels would) begin serving
is being presented.
lessen the drain of the .ligh per that many young men go to other breakfast, so we dined at the Gem
G. E. Lyons, manager of the com
capita tax on the chapters, and parts of Canada (Montreal, with its Restaurant, and in the course ol
mercial division acted as toastmaster
many other praiseworthy efforts of million and a quarter population, for casual conversation with the pro
at the banquet.
instance) seeking to better them prietor talked about the low tides we
The outstanding Ford truck sales a benevolent and patriotic nature.
Admiral P ratt of Belfast was warm selves.
had seen in Saint John.
men in New England each received an
ly greeted by the Daughters. He
“T h at's nothing,” he said, “you
expensive watch and a cash prize.
Supper In 8S George
should see them in Moncton, N. B.”
Ronald Somes, agent for th is dis- has given 48 years' service to his
The Appleton boy comes to Rock
We assured him we had, and that
, trict. was the happy winner of a gold country; was born and educated in
land;
the Rockand boy goes to we had stopped a t the Bore Tide
Belfast,
where
he
has
always
main
wrist watch and check for $25 as winj ner of first prize in Zone J. He made tained a home. Graduated from the Portland or Boston; the Boston boy Camps.
A lough And a Sneer
I the largest number of sales in the Naval College, his advancement was goes to New York—always that
Four men were sitting on the steps
I "Summer Truck Sales Drive." and noteworthy, the climax of his naval nomadic spirit, sometimes crowned
had already received a prize of $100 career being his appointment as with the realization of an ambitious of a corner store as we boarded our
for selling the largest number of new Chief of Naval Operations. One of dream—and sometimes leaving the car for the Journey up the Maine
units during the second quarter of the I Maine's most distinguished citizens, adventurer to wonder if he might coast. With a newspaper man's
Jhe has represented his country in not have been satisfied to remain, a desire to extend his information I
year.
Mr. Somes has been with the Ford World Conferences, and was hon big toad in a small puddle rather could not resist asking one question.
“W hat's the latest about the
people four years, and has proven an ored by the request of the Chief than a small toad in a big puddle.
But here I am, sermonizing. The QUOddy Project?”
especially efficient and successful Executive that he continue his work
for a year after his retirement.
Pontiac pushes on toward St. Ste
salesman.
One of the Calais men indulged in
Admiral P ra tt is a man of fine phen, and the pile of brick that is a hearty laugh. “Guess you won't
I presence and a most interesting Saint John fades from view.
hear much about th at , said he, "now
W A T E R PIPES
' speaker. His address, which was all
The journey from Saint John to th at election's over."
R E PA IR ED & RELAID I too short, touched warmly on the St. Stephen was pleasantly inter But one of the other men promptly
career of General Knox, his accom rupted by an evening meal at an took up the challenge.
Inside and out, digging includ
ed. Pipes wired out. Sewers dug, plishments, and his friendsihp with other town which has an exceed
"W hat about the full dinner pail
laid out and cleaned when plugged. George Washington. He commended ingly familiar nam e—St. George. th a t the others used to promise?"
Cesspools dug and rocked, and sep the Daughters as a Fighting Organi The New Brunswick St. George de
he demanded.
tic tanks. Shallow cellars dug deep
Looking back as we rolled out of
er. Floors cemented and walls re zation, but always in a fight for the rives its chief fame from the beau
tiful falls. I should Judge it to be Calais I saw that my innocent
paired. Cellars whitewashed. Lawn right.
work, etc.
Announcement was made by Mrs a town of about 2,000 population. It question had started something of
Stevens th a t the State Advisory meet- hag fOur substantial looking houses a controversy. I trust there were
S. E. Eaton
TEL. 1187-Y ROCKLAND, ME. ing would be held In Waterville this of worship, or to use the restaurant no casualties.
119*lt month, and the S tate Meeting in woman's remark is "well churched.”
Our Fluctuating Dollar
Bangor in March.
We soon encountered a detour, and
I
have
forgotten to mention that
After the meeting tea was served ] were not always sure that we were
DANCE
in the library, where a t a table traveling in the right direction, but while we were in the Provinces we
SOUTH THOMASTON
beautiful with flowers and the mel it was a very fair piece of highway found our American dollars worth 96
low light of candles reflected on a and the pilot was satisfied even cents. At the international bridge
Friday Night, O ct. 5
rare silver service and old pewter, though it took us to Prince Edward there is a "Canadian and American
Music By Doug Vinals Orchestra
Harold Coombs' Specialties
Mrs. Maude Blodgett and Miss Edith island instead of back to the States. Exchange." the promoters of which
119*lt Lenfest, the regent hostesses, poured
And about 9 p. m. we found our realize two cents on each, dollar.
tea, which with delicious sandwiches selves once more in the border town Quite a contrast to the situation
and cake, was served by the com of St. Stephen, well content to seek two years ago when one could buy
mittees.
the hours of sleep which our jour $20 worth of Canadian money for
SWAN LAKE BALLROOM
about $16.50.
Those in charge of the affair were ney had denied us.
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 5
A sm art shower in St. Stephen
Miss Lenfest and Mrs. Blodgett, as
Eddie Whalen's Privateers
Just a Bit Absent Minded
Saturday night, after we had retired,
Big Free Dance Monday Night, Oct. 5 sisted by Mrs. Ann Snow, Mrs. Alice
On King street we found Mrs. L. served to lay the omnipresent dust,
' Given bv friends of Rov L. Fernalu Karl. Mrs. Maria Copeland, Mrs. C.
119*lt
A. Creighton, Mrs. Cora Currier, B. Mitchell's “Home Rooms for and the picture was rather a drab
Mrs. Hazel Anzalone, Mrs. Emily I Tourists," an attractive residence, one as we proceeded up the coast,
ST. GEORGE GRANGE FAIR
Stevens, Mrs. Eliza Walker, Mrs.j with a broad piaeza, and In an in- with fog at times almost shutting out
And Supper at
Lilla Elliot. Mrs. Elizabeth Dunn.
1viting neighborhood. Mrs. Mitchell the view. Low tide had left the spilWILEY'S CORNER, OCT. 10
Mrs. Emily Stevens was In charge proved very courteous and accom ing of the wharves with slimy exBooths. Games and Auction
Followed by Dance
of the tea table and floral decora modating. and the rooms assigned to ! posure, and the St. Croix Rive- was
Len Dearden’s Orchestra
not, for the moment, what poets rave
tions and was responsible for the us were all that could be desired.
119-120
As we were leaving Sunday morn about. But neither fog nor low tide
exquisite arrangement of flowers,
silver and candles which made the ing I commented upon my absent- could blot out the beauty of the St.
mindedness, and expressed the hope Croix Country Club, with Its attrac
table a thing of beauty.
tive white building, green back
Now is the time to have your Feather
ground and Its tennis courts. Tennis
Bed made into Mattresses and Pillows.
is a very popular sport along our
—5134
Hair Mattresses also made over.
eastern Maine shores, but of course
A. F. IRELAND
there’s Ole Man Par, else there
P. O.Box 63 ...... THOMASTON, ME.
would be no country club.
118-121

OLD

V olum e 8 9 ..................N um ber 119

State R egent and R ear A d 

Subscriptions $3 00 per year payable In
advance; single copies three cents.
miral V eazie A re E nter- y
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable
tained A t “ M ontpelier” T W O
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established
In 1846. In 1874 the Courier was estab
At “Montpelier” Monday afte r
lished and consolidated with the Gazette
In 1882 The Free Press was established noon was held one of the most en- j
In 1855 and In 1891 changed Its name to joyable of the many social and p a tri- !
the Tribune. These papers consolidated
otic affairs th at have taken place i
March 17, 1897.

DANCING

AND EVERY THURSDAY
Admission—Ladies 25c, Men 40c

54 PA R K ST.

R ockland, M aine, T hursday, O ctober 4, 1934

OUR
FREE
SPECIAL
BULB
C A TA LO G
IS. R E A D Y !
C a ller
write for it

A wonderful stock !. . . Great Variety!

Popular prices. . . Remember! Always
buy Bulbs of a Bulb H ouse and get a

’fA R M . DAIRY

better buy . . . W e have been special
ists in Bulbs for more than three-quar
ters o f a century.
and

POULTRY SUPPLirS -

SEEDS

Kendall & Whitney
rtPERAL

mm

»t »..
The Store with the Silver Front—Just a few steps from Monument Sq

Coasting Days Recalled
At Red Beach there is a decided
change in the complexion of things.
This seaport gains its name from the
red soil, not unlike th at of Eastern
New Brunswick except that it is a
sandy, not a clay soil, and there is
even a stratum of red in the rock
formation.
W hat was it that Rockland coast
ing vessels used to load at Red
Beach? I mused, and the answer
came almost automatically as we
passed the dismantled plaster plant.
(Continued on Page Eight)

Mr. and Mrs. Fred C. Green and M r., as a buyer of blueberries. Newfound
and Mrs. Arnold Lawson who have land, he says, is the greatest place in
been making Thomaston the base o f ! the world for "bloobs.” and while he
supplies while on a vacation trip j wishes no quarrel with th e owners of
along the Maine coast, “broke camp" the Maine barrens, he is a iirm be
yesterday—Mr. Green going back to liever that the berry there is the larg
the office of the Boston Transcript est, sweetest and cleanest he ever saw.
where he holds an important port- j The bushes are low and there is no
folio; and the other members of the foreign matter among the berries.
party detouring via Lovell, where a The Newfoundlander docs not permit
the burning over of the blueberry
week's stay was in prospect.
Since their last Thomaston contact barrens. He simply lets Nature serve
a week ago. the Greens and Lawsons as the custodian of the crop. The
spent a considerable portion of their berries are shipped to the New York
time at Fred Green's camp in Surry, market in frozen form, and slipped
fishing and boating a bit; for they between two pie crusts the blue pellets
are ardent devotees of both diver resolve themselves into a pie of the
sions. They tried the mackerel, with yum, yum variety.
In 1927 Mr. Lawson shipped out
scant success, because the fish have
not yet held their summer school j 200 000 pounds of blueberries from
there—the session in Union Bay being Newfoundland, and in 1928 he sent
expected next month. Herring were 350,000 pounds. Then the American
tariff was boosted, and things weren’t
very plentiful however.
They sailed in a borrowed boat, as quite so rosy in the seagirt kingdom.
Fred lost his own in the Ellsworth The market for blueberries is still in
conflagration. If the American dol its infancy Mr. Lawson believes.
lar still has purchasing power next Winter and summer blueberry pie is
year he will hoist his commodore's destined to appear on the menu In
thousands of homes where blue tinted
flag aboard a new craft.
Frosts come early and suddenly on mouths are now unknown.
A man of parts is Arnold Lawson,
the Maine coast and our shivering
tourists awoke two nights a t Surry and yachting and horseracing have
to wonder who had carelessly left figured prominently In his life's
scheme. He shares the rather gen
an iceberg In the cove. B -r-r-r!
Then there was a brief visit to eral belief th at Thomas Sopwith,
Somesvllle where Mr. Lawson's challenger for the America's cup, did
father, the famous Thomas W. Law- not receive quite the consideration he
son. had a summer home, and where, deserved.
"Arnold has an interesting sug
in 1925, the financier was stricken
with what proved his fatal illness gestion about international yacht
Arnold Lawson removed his father to racing.” said Mr. Greene.
The suggestion is that those Ameri
a Bar Harbor hospital, and the lat(ter's death occurred the following can sportsmen who are dissatisfied
with the present status of affairs
February.
The eastward journeyings of Messrs. form an association of their own, toss
Green and Lawson took them as far the America's cup into the discard,
toward the jumping off place as and provide an international trophy
of their own, opening competition to
Machias.
Some years ago Mr. Lawson was all countries. He would have the first
with the Birdseye Frosted Food Cor race out of England, the next to be
poration. and from 1927 to 1929 he sponsored by the country which won
went each summer to Newfoundland the cup that year.

THE LEGION CARNIVAL
W in slow -H olbrook P ost Is Sponsoring Big Show
On Tillson A ven ue— N ew F eatures Added
The Legion Carnival is in full swing
on the big city lot on Tillson avenue
and will continue through Saturday
night. It is under the auspices of
Winslow-Holbrook Post A.L. and the
boys are everywhere helping on the
fun and business of the brightly light
ed midway.
Today the Legion has added several
spectacular extra attractions for the
remainder of the week and so the
crowds are assured of double value.
One of the new attractions is a dare
devil motorcycle rider who does some
truly hair raising stunts.

An interesting fact about this big
show and one th a t deserves extra
public support is that Winslow-Hol
brook Post bought all the supplies,
prizes, etc. from local merchants a
not Inconsiderable Item. This fact
assures patrons of the carnival th a t
the prizes are good, reliable Rock
land merchandise.
The Legionnaires are working hard
on this project as one of their money
raising ventures in preparation for
their 1935 convention and hope for
increased public support the next
three days.

FREE OF DISEASE

L. H A M LIN , A R T IST

Western t attle Are Not a Menace
Rockland B oy W ho P ainted
According To Commissioner Wash
Picture W ith His F inger
burn's Statement

G ets a Surprise
Commissioner of Agriculture Wash
burn said Saturday th at veterinarians
have inspected 17,800 of the 26.000
western cattle grazing in Maine
pastures and found them to be "re
markably free" of disease.
He added that while the late sea
son prevented the cattle from gain
ing weight and recovering their value
as first-grade beef animals none
were dying and that all had recovered
from the worst effects of the drouth
conditions in the middle west.
When the refugee cattle first a r
rived in Maine, state officials Insist
ed th at they be kept in pastures sepa
rate from native cattle to insure
against the spread of diseases which
have been practically stamped out in
Maine. The disease menace is of no
consequence, Washburn said, in view
of the report on inspections made of
over half of the imported cattle.
Maine is one of the 10 States which,
through their Extension Services
have given housewives adequate in
formation on canning foods to kill the
botulinus organism and prevent botu
lism, according to Dr. F. W. Tauner
of the University of Illinois in ad
dressing the American Public Health
Association recently.
Sea Travel to Boston or Bangor ls rest
ful, swift, clean, Inexpensive when vou go
via Eastern Steamship Lines. Sailings to
Boston now three times weekly, leaving
Tues.. Thurs, and 8at at 8 P M .(E S T );
sailings to Bangor now three times
weekly, leaving Tues . Thurs and Sat at
4 30 A. M (E.ST.) New low automobile
rates. 15 one way for an automobile of
any size or weight In either direction
accompanied by passenger paying regu
lar fare. For passenger fares and reser
vations apply Rockland Wharf, Tel.
Rockland 140.

An embryo artist is Lawrence H am 
lin.
Back in 1928 he was employed at
the Morse boat shop in Thomaston.
One noon, alter lunch, he had-some
time to spare, and dipping his finger
in a paint pail proceeded to make a
picture of an old boat. His crude
effort won the praise of his fellow em
ployes and the picture was hung on
the wall.
There It remained until the past
summer when it attracted the atten 
tion of a woman, who was evidently
a summer visitor. “It’s a work of
art!" she exclaimed. "Is it for sale?"
The trade was consummated, and
over at the boat shop they have been
awaiting Lawrence Hamlin’s return
to present him with the proceeds.
That pleasant duty was performed
yesterday, and the impromptu artist
is wondering what next.

YO UR F A V O R IT E P O E M
If I had my life to live again 1
would have made a rule to read some
poetry and listen to some music at
least once a week
The loss of these
tastes is a loss of happiness. -Charles
Darwin.
TO BLOSSOMS

Fair pledges of a fruitful tree.
Why do you fall so fast?
Your date Is not 90 past
But you must stay yet here awhile
To blush and gently smile.
And go at last.
What! were ye born to be
An hour or half’s delight.
And so to bid good-night?
Tts pity Nature brought ye forth.
Merely to show your worth.
And lose you quite.
But you are lovely leaves, where we
May read how soon things have
Their end. though ne’er so brave;
And after they have shown their pride
Like you awhile, they glide
Into the grave.
Je—Robert Herrick.

T h e C ourier-G azette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

What time I am afraid, X will trust
in Thee —Isa 56:3.
.■
— —— 1- ■
THE NEW DEAL

Every-Other-Day
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H A LF H O U R C O N C ER T

IN FIELD O F SPO R T S

T R IP f r o V IR G IN IA

A s the Late President Calvin Miss Raychel Em erson, D ra H aving To Do W ith the Fall Mr. and Mrs. A lden Ulmer,
matic Soprano, Delights
Sr., Interestingly Describe
G am e of Football a n d
Coolidge Saw It O n the
High School Pupils
O ther M atters
E ve O f His D eath
Their M otor V acation

At the High School Tuesday morn
' Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
The future of the Republican party.
Watching Sezak's Team
i'
The performances of the Rockland
ing
Miss
Raychel
Emerson,
dramatic
Calvin
Coolidge
wrote
shortly
before
We spent the first week ot our va; New York Herald-Tribune Thinks
High School football team are a t i cation with cur son William Ulmer
soprano
of
New
York
and
Warren,
,
his
death,
is
guaranteed
"by
the
reI President's Speech Is Encouraging
presented a delightful half hour con tracting the attention of the various ' at "Gray Stones." 8tonrhaai. Mass.
1quirements of good government.’’
State papers. The sjiorts editor of the
I The President appears to have
Published in the current issue of cert before the student body and a Bath Times who keeps a close eye on The second week, with our son Wilsatisfied few by his latest fireside ad the Saturday Evening Post, the large group of Rockland's musical
I liam and his wife, we spent visiting
the gridiron situation says:
dress. The lack of the old confidence
posthumous message of the ex- element, parents and friends. She I “As this ecribe sees the early season many interesting and historical sites.
disappointed his admirers. Labor,
was introduced by Atwood Levensaler ' scholastic situation in Maine the folAt Newport. R. I., we saw the Rain
that had been promised so much was Prcsident asserts: "Parties disinte of the High School faculty who gave 1lowing teams are out front: South
now asked to surrender its right to grate only when their power for
bow and Endeavour in the distance
a brief sketch of her career. Miss Portland, Deering. Thornton. Chevstrike for a period of truce. As for public service is gone. Nothing In
Emerson was simply gowned and j erus. Westbrook, Rockland, John during one of the races for the cup.
the business world, it searched in dicates that the Republican party is
her stage presence was delightfully Bapst, Brewer, Madison, Edward From there we left for New York.
vain for any reassurance as to its approaching that stage."
natural. The stage was decorated Little, Winslow. None of these II As w’e'motored along Riverside Drive
immediate source of worry, the un
Mr. Coolidge died in the interim with autumn leaves and large teams has been beaten or tied.
up the Hudson River we saw the
balanced Federal budget and the
between the defeat of Herbert Hoo bunches of fall flowers.
“South Portland's two touchdown
inflation thereby threatened.
George
Washington bridge which
ver and the inauguration of Frank
Miss Emerson prefaced each group win ever Lewiston at the Spindle City
But we think these critics miss the
of songs with an informal analysis' on Saturday looked good for Bill Ma- crosses the Hudson river. It is the
lin D. Roosevelt.
point and underestimate the value of
His last discussion of public affairs, whlch made her numbers doubly i n - , comber's charges. Deering's routing world's greatest suspension bridge,
the speech. It is, in our Judgment,
j teresting to the more uninitiated of j of Portland, 19-0. put the purple of 4700 feet long.
the most encouraging that has cone captioned "Political Parties," set
her listeners. Her first group was a th at schobl right out front. T horn
forth the view that:
In New York Mr. Ulmer visited
from the president. I t may prove
"So long as human nature con cycle, "Lovers in Damascus." Of this ton. in its first start, showed power
that he did what was probably the
The
Cook's undertaking establish
tinues to be what it is, our country group perhaps the most outstanding in lacing Sanford. And Rockland
best thing that lay in his power to
ment,
one of the largest in the world.
do toward renewing hope in the minds will need the services of two great part was "Allah Be 'With Us.” The ! High seems to have something. They
beauty of the caravan music was beat Brunswick 9-7; Skowhegan 27-0
We had a memorable experience
parties
to
secure
the
best
that
there
of a worried nation, halted in its up
brought out and the difficult intervals and Belfast 48-0. But they're hitting when we went through the Holland
ward climb toward recovery by is in the administration of public
were smoothly interpreted
The Thornton Academy next Saturday.
Vehicular Tunnel, 60 feet below the
doubts and fears as to governmental affairs. Sometimes, one party will be
changes of key. sometimes five to a
in
control
and
sometimes
the
other
"Deering or Cheverus will fall by
policies.
Hudson
river, between Jersey City and
page, were most interesting.
the way next week as they come to 
For the one clear and unmistak party.
lower
Manhattan.
Her second number was the old gether at Portland. Winslow lost to
"By candid criticism and investiga
able fact about the speech is that
We left for Washington, D. C. by
Mr Roosevelt has modified his for tion the minority will always have aria “Amatilli" by Caccini. This was Higgins Classical Saturday by one
sung
in
Rome
in
1579.
The
soft
legato
not
only
a
restraining
influence,
but
the
way of Philadelphia and Balti
touchdown
but
they
were
out
of
their
mer confidence, is now disturbed over
the state of the nation and, as a con oftentimes a constructive influence tones and the clear diction of this class and little can be told about the more. In Maryland we saw the ''City
Central Maine school until they face of White Steps," some wooden, and
sequence is prepared to do his utmost on the proposals of the majority. number were noteworthy.
Miss Emerson's next was an ex Portland next Saturday in the dedi others marble. The women were out
to secure for industry a breathing The Republican party is not going
spell of industrial peace. He did not into total eclipse because it does not ample of the modern aria of today. cation of the new Winslow high early in the morning washing these
For this she chose “Musetta,” the stadium.
steps as they take great pride in keep
say so. but he has a t last, in a specific control the national Government.
waltz from “La Boheme” by Poccini
In
the
portion
of
his
article
re
"In northern Maine John Bapst ing them white.
and highly important yield, placed rcleased by the Saturday Evening Post In this number, really the high spot and Madison high stand out. When
In Washington we visited the Lin
■covery ahead of reform.
for
quotation, the ex-President of her program. Miss Emerson built I Bangor was tied. 0-0. by Old Town, a coln Memorial. As you enter this
The suggestion of this change of
slowly to a powerfully dramatic J week ago. it eliminated the Queen memorial a large statue of Lincoln
» Interest seems to us of far more wrote:
"When a political party has been climax which brought forth thunder- i City inasmuch as John Bapst con- greets you with this inscription "In
j value than any pledge could possibly
decisively defeated at the polls, the ous applause.
i quered Old Town, 14-0, Saturday. this temple, as In the hearts of the
have been.
As a finale to her program she Madison was idle but are resting on people, for whom he saved the Union,
I It was of course. Idle to expect the question naturally arises whether it
President, astute politician that he is, will ever regain the support of the sang two Swedish folk songs by their two touchdown victory over Wa- the memorjrof Abraham Lincoln is
to give any pledge amounting to a majority of the voters. The answer Prince Gustaf, the Duke of Upland, terville a week ago. Waterville looked enshrined forever."
The Capitol. Congressional Library
confession of error with respect to to this question depends upon the "Where the Roses Grow" and "My better in beating Rumford this last
Home Midst Hills and Valleys." The Saturday. And that's about how the and White House are too beautiful
the budget or any other specific item party itself.
“Unless we are to be overcome by latter she sang in both English and high school picture looks now. Next to be described. After visiting all the
I t is no small concession that the
President now makes in calling for absolutism or anarchy, unless we are Swedish. These delightful songs,. Saturday will see those 11 unbeaten, points of interest In Washington we
an industrial truce It affects the to abandon our system of self- sung with exquisite lightness, quite untied teams cut down to six or motored to Mount Vernon. The Home
ol George Washington on the Potomac
first and most advertised reform upon government, it will be necessary to captivated her listeners, and were the seven."
River. Mount Vernon has been re
the New Deal list, the unionization of resort to parties for the most effi most popular sections of the program
Big Football Test
stored and is maintained by the Mount
American labor upon a national cient discharge of the political func with the student body. Miss Emer
The Rockland High School foot Vernon Ladies 'Association, an or
scale. He asks, in effect, that labor tions of the people. The require son was forced to take several bows,
waive Its rights and remain quiescent ments of good government guarantee and finally announced that she was ball team with three nice victories ganization chartered by the State of
presenting orchestrations of late to its credit thus far this season, Virginia. We visited the room where
for a definite period to give recovery the future of the Republican party.
"In the last 72 years the Democratic music to the High School orchestra.
faces its biggest test Saturday when Washington died. His Bible is open
a chance. Here would. Indeed be a
Her accompanist is deserving of It meets Thornton Academy at to the page he was reading; the clock,
vast boon to employer and employee party has held the Presidential of
alike, which is to say. the whole coun fice but 16 years and been in control particular note Mrs Elsa Ccnstan- Saco. For many years Thornton stopped a t the hour he died, hangs
try. Toward its accomplishment the of both houses of Congress at the tine interpreted the difficult music Academy has produced one of the beside his bed. a large four-posted
with unusual feeling and under- fastest
teams ln lhe s ta te . mahogany bed with canopy. We also
President now lends the prestige of same time but 10 years.
"During the same period the Re standing.
his great office and his still great
and to defeat that aggregation saw where he and his wife lay in the
Afterward an informal reception would be a pheasant's feather in tomb on the estate.
popularity. Whether he succeeds or publican party has held the Presiden
cap And here
Leaving Virginia, we followed the
fails—and the possibility of failure is tial office for 56 years and has been was held, a t which Miss Emerson
unpleasantly large—it can hardly fail in control of both houses of Congress greeted many of her friends in Rock what they say about the prospects Delaware river up through the Pocono
to mean much to have the President for session after session. A party with land's musical circles.
mountains and the Delaware Water
over in the four-letter city:
pleading forcefully for peace in aid of that successful record in retaining
The big Rockland High team which Gap to Bear Mountains where we
the confidence of the voters and car
LEG IO N FISTFEST
recovery.
last Saturday defeated Crosby High picked up the Storm King Highway
How much it hurts the President's rying on the Government of the
48 to 2, will be the opponent of the and followed it up the Hudson to Al
pride to take this action Is perhaps United States is not likely to sud Three K nockouts Featured Thornton Academy team a t Alumni bany. In New York we secured
revealed in the sudden phrases of irri denly become mori' und.
Exhibition A t the N ew field Saturday. Ccach Bowie and h:s passes for a visit to West Point. From
"Though it is relieved of the retation—an uncommon note in a fire
; assistant George Martin put the there ws took the Mohawk Trail to
A thletic C lub
side talk—with which he attacks his socnsibility which attaches to a party
! Thornton crew through a stiff prac- Stoneham. Mass.
critics. But these are negligible and in control of the Government, it.
Space and time will not permit us
Interest in local boxing events j tice Tuesday in preparation for a
pardonable if his new labor policy nevertheless, has important duties to does not appear to have quite rugged contest which is due to re to tell all the wonders and interestactually represents a realization of perform. T hat it has the ability to caught up with the point where it sult when the two elevens meet.
i ing sights we saw.
the primary importance of recovery discharge these duties cannot be left off last spring, and the result
Mr. and Mrs. Alden Ulmer. Sr.
The
Thornton
coaches
are
correctOnly later events can determine seriously questioned. Parties disinte was an attendance Tuesday night I ing many faults which they noticed
how lasting is the change. But if this grate only when their power for considerably below the expectations during the contest with Sanford may also be made in the starting
promise of a new orientation toward public service is gone. Nothing indi of Winslow-Holbrook Post which High last Saturday in spite of the lineup. Several of the substitutes
the problems th a t confront the Ad cates that the Republican party is sponsored the exhibit.
fact that the locals were the victors have been showing to good advan
ministration and the nation is ma3e approaching th at stage
K.
p.
M
artin
of
Camden
and
I
by a 2 to 0 score. Slight changes tage of late, ar.d should the visitors
"The number of people in the
good, here is a speech that will be
Johnny Nelson of Bangor indulged J----------------------------------------- not prove so tough as expected some
United
States
who
call
themselves
long remembered.
of the reserves will be given a chance
Republicans and the number who call in a rough and tumble bout, and
to show their strength.
were
so
earnest
and
vigorous
about
it
:
themselves
Democrats
have
probab
THE RARE POSTAGE STAMP
• • • *
ly changed very little in the last four that both went down in a heap midway I
Dizzy With Honors
Almost any boy in whom is born years, notwithstanding the large shift of the second round. The Camden J
Dizzy Dean was adjudged the most
even the rudiments of imagination that was made in the popular vote boy was quickly back on hts pins,
: valuable National League player by
makes some early essays at collecting for President between 1928 and 1932." but the up river man remained on
' leading baseball writers of the nathe floor and heard the count of 10J
stamps. It may go no farther with
| tion, th e Sporting News, conductor
Time to think of awning storage
Artie Gray of Belfast, who is well
him than the achievement of a scrap
of the poll, announced. The ace of
book into whose pages he crookedly Phone Rockland Awning Co.. 1262-W known to local fight fans, found a
the Cardinal pitching staff received
pastes such examples of the philatelic for prompt service. Awnings taken rugged opponent in Jimmy McDoug- [
57 points out of a possible 64. wh.,e
art as easily can be accumulated, and down, stored in dry loft and rehung all. and if there was any edge in this
! Lou Gehrig of the New York Yan
113-115 battle McDougall had it.
whose destiny is the family attic. next spring a t low cost.
kees received 51 points to become the
Almost any of us can look back upon
The main bout was also a Penob- |
j most valuable American Leaguer.
th a t sort of an early conclusion,
scot River affair, listing C h a rlie:
Dean was the only player in either
while some, gifted with a natural per
White of Bangor and Wes Richards
circuit to receive the votes of all
tinacity. carried into maturer years
of Belfast as the principals. Rich- !
members of the committee of eight.
the fascinating pursuit, both of the
Last year's poll gave Dean only 13
ards was floored twice in the first
1933
Oldsmobile
Sedan
rare stamp of far-off times and the.
round, and it was manifest th a t his
points th at ranked him seventh
stamp of the period which almost
among the outstanding players.
hours were numbered. In the mid- ’ 1933 Chevrolet Coupe
daily presents itself out of our own
die of the second round he again
1933 Terraplane Sedan
postoffice department or that of a
kissed the canvas, and was counted
PA R K THEATRE
foreign state. Always, we are to sup
1933 Plymouth Sedan
out.
pose, there is the possibility of the
Best of the courtroom dramas to
The exhibition wound up with the I
collector turning up from an unsus
reach the screen because it carries
top prelim between Young Reynolds, ( 1932 Pontiac Coupe
pected source a stamp of fabulous
romantic interest and the elements
the Pine Tree Express; and Rockie I 1932 Chevrolet Pick-Up
th ere’s o n ly one L yn n and
value, such as the auction shops occa
of suspense to an unusual degree.
Wright of Belfast. Wright is a I
I “Hat, Coat and Glove," will delight
sionally disclose. In London, a bit
on ly L yn n can d eliver L y n n
willing lad, but in this instance he J 1931 Pontiac Coach
ago. at one of these sales, an Ameri
patrons a t the Park Theatre Friday.
perform ance!
was plainly outclassed by the la d ! 1931 Ford Coupe
can collector, a New York man. paid
Ricardo Cortez, always an assur
with
the
pompadour,
who
was
the
♦24.000 for four penny stamps issued
More than 150,000 users will tell
ance of a strong characterization, is
1930
D
e
Soto
Roadster
winner on a technical knockout in
by the Indian Ocean island of Mauri
you so. And why is Lynn outstand
supported by Barbara Robbins, John
the third round.
1929 Chevrolet Sedan
ing in the field? Because Lynn
tius in 1848
In the same sale
Beal, brilliant newcomers from the
Henry Mullins of Bangor was the j
started as the Leader. And Lynn
two other Mauritius penny stamps in
New York stage and Dorothy Bur
1929
Nash
Coach
referee and John Guistin was cus
maintains its leadership by rigidly
an envelope sold for $40,000 In former
gess.
adhering to quality standards —
todian of the watch.
days yet recalled there were sailor
1930 Oldsmobile Coupe
“Hat, Coat and Glove" will in
expert workmanship, fine materials,
men of our own down-east parts who
trigue
audiences with its story. Rob
1931 Plymouth Sedan
honest dollar-for-dollar value.
By a judge and jury in London's
m ust have had some contact with
ert Mitchell is a great criminal lawOld Bailey, severest court in the
those Indian Ocean regions. It is not
1930 Chev. Sedan Delivery yer, separated from his wife who
Lynn is not an “assembled” device.
world, th a t killing a nagging wife is
to stretch the imagination to think
loves Jerry Hutchins. A girl of
It is factory built throughout —
not murder. Sydney Haggerty, 41 1929 Oldsmobile Sedan
of these voyagers writing letters home
Jerry's past is found dead in his
with Lynn patented burner base;
killed
his
wife.
How easily upon such supposition
studio. A hat, coat and glove are
Lynn duo-action valves; Lynn
'She nagged me for years,” he 1928 Ford Tudor
might we not look to see some
patented “adapter bar” ; Lynn
the only clues to the person who
pleaded.
"On
July
10
she
disagreed
1928
Dodge
Sedan
unsuspected down-east attic disclose
fabricated sleeves — all strictly
killed
her. Jerry is arrested, and by
with me over the selection of some
out of a dusty corner one of these
1929 Whippet Sedan
Lynn precision parts.
the woman whom both men love
wallpaper.
She
swore
at
me,
slapped
Mauritius stamps of fabulous value.
Robert is persuaded to defend Jerry.
1929 Ford Coupe
me, pushed me, and attacked me with
Here the imagination kindles and
You're sure to be right
The story builds with terrific sus
a
boot.
I
caught
her
by
the
throat.
one feels returned upon him that
when you buy a Lynn.
We struggled and she fell to the floor. We Carry the Largest Stork of pense and reaches a sharply dramatic
eager spirit of collecting with which
surprise climax in courtroom scenes.
Used Cars in Knox County
My grip tightened and her struggles
his boyhood years were illuminated
I
Saturday's feature, "West of the
McLoon Sales&Service
ceased."
and then unhappily lost sight of.
21 Limerock S t,
Rockland
Divide," will recite the thrilling ad
The
jury
went
Into
conference
with
Tel. 730
E ventures of a cowboy seeking to gain
Justice Atkinson. They agreed to re
ase Maine folks were not voting
revenge on the man who killed his
duce the oharge from murder to man
veek; they were just hanging up
Y H N, R A N G E
father,-and his exploits after joining
slaughter. Haggerty was sent to RANKIN ST.
stockings —High Bridge (N J.)
ROCKLAND
J i TjLuxe B U R N E R S
the gang of rustlers headed by the
prison for a year.

W EEK-END
SPECIALS!
SIRLOIN

TENDER. JUICY,
WITH BONE IN

STEAK,

lb 2 5 c

Serve one of these delicious pot roasts for dln-

lb 16 c
browned
....................... Ib 12c

BONELESS POT R O A ST,
CHUCK RO AST, lean c u t s ................... \

SLICED BACON, su gar c u r e d ..........................................

Ib 2 9 c

TOP R O U N D S T E A K ......................................................... lb 2 5 c
Boneless Sirloin,
Cubed Steak,
Veal Steak,
Rump Steak,
Rump Steak,

lb
lb
lb
lb
lb

30c
25c
30c
25c
35c

Native Fowl,

lb 24c
2 lbs 25c

Beef Liver,

Rib R oast,

Ib ^UC

ROASTING

------------- L A M B

SALE

LAM B L E G S ..............................lb 2 0 c
LAM B F O R E S ............................ lb 12 c
LAM B C H O P S ............................. lb 19 c

FRESH FOOD SPECIALS
FRESH COD TONGUES n L
BS 1 7 -

FRESH FISH STICKS

*

1 * C

-a zs

P ork ,

lb IOC

Stewing Beef,
Stewing Lamb,
Hamburg,
NEWLY CORNED

Thick Rib, or LBBoneless Brisket

lb 15c
lb 15c
lb 15c

18c

SM OKE D M ACKEREL,
SW EET PO TATO ES,
C A PE COD CR ANBERRIES,
FA NCY GRAPE FR U IT,
C R A B APPLES,
SPA NISH ONIONS,
COOKING ONIONS,
POTATOES, winter keepers,

5 for

25c

10 lbs
2 quarts
4 for
peck
5 lbs
10 Ib bag
bushel

25c
25c
25c
39c
25c
25c
49c

SLACK SA LTED POLLOCK

LB.

8c

TEA A N D COFFEE SALE
27c
25c
23c
21c
21c
29c
33c

lb
LA TO UR AIN E COFFEE,
lb
W HITE HOUSE COFFEE,
lb
MORNINGSIDE COFFEE,
lb
FO RM O SA OOLONG T E A , bulk,
PE R R Y ’S 19 COFFEE,
lb
1-2 lb
SA L A D A TEA, Brown Label,
TENDER LEAF O. P. TEA ,
7 oz pkg

RECONDITIONED

SMALL

FRESH HAM S
Whole or Half

,

Lb. 19c
Evaporated Milk, 3 cans 18c
Jel Sert,
5 pkgs 25c
2 qts 29c
Y. E. Beans,
M olasses,
gallon 65c
Cooking Choc. % lb cake 10c
Conf. Sugar,
2 pkgs 15c
Brown Sugar,
2 pkgs 15c
Free Running Salt, 4 pkg 19c
Extracts,
bottle 29c
Pancake Flour, 3 pkgs 25c
Mince Meat,
lge can 27c
Hasty Tapioca, 2 pkgs 19c
Rockwood Cocoa, lb can 12c
Steak and Onions, can 15c
Chipso,
2 pkgs 31c

W z
> 7

BEGGS’
H O M EC O O K ED

FOODS

CANNED FR U IT
A N D VEGETABLES
TOMATOES,
4 No. 2 cans
PEAS,
3 No. 2 Cans
BANTAM CORN,
3 cans
MIXED VEGETABLES, 3 cans
LIMA BEANS,
2 cans
CUT BEETS, 3 No. 2 '- cans
SPINACH,
3 cans
SAUER KRAUT,
3 cans
STRINGLESS BEANS, 3 cans
PEACHES,
lge can
GRAPEFRUIT,
2 cans
FRUIT FOR SALAD, 2 cans

SU G A R OR
MOLASSES

Certo,
bottle 31c
Post Toasties, 2 pkgs 15c

COOKIES
2 doz. 2 9 c

FLOUR,

SWANS DOWN CAKE

HERMITS O R .
FILLED COOKIES

pkg 29c
BEGGS'

DOUGHNUTS

D oz. 19c

Chocolate or P:ain

dozen 25c

|

BEST CENTER
C U TS

29c
35c
29c
35c
21c
29c
35c
35c
29c
19c
27c
27c

PORK C H O PS

« 25c

j
TH E
FRIENDLY
STO RE

(freWujA J K a h k e t
" E V E R Y T H IN G .

T O . EAT

TH E
FRIENDLY
STORE
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murderer. John Wayr.c, who plays
the role of Ted Hayden, reeking to
find the murderer and also on the
search for his brother who was sepa
rated from him at the time of his
father’s death, gives another excel
lent characterization of the heroes
of the W e s t—adv.

THERE

is
AMD
THAT IS

ONLY ONE MAGIC WATER

1 H. O

take home a bottle
BEWARE OF IMITATIONS

Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

Oct. 2-4—Damariscotta—Lincoln Coun
ty Fair.
Oct. 3—Lincolnville—Annual Grange
fair.
Oct. 4—Warren—Women’s Club meet
ing.
Oct. 6—Martinsville—Knox Pomona
Grange will meet with Ocean View
Grange.
Oct 10—Appleton—The annual “Har
vest HomA* at Riverside hall.
Oct. 10 — North Waldoboro — Maple
Grange annual fair.
Oct 11—Womens Educational Club.
Mrs Alden Ulmer hostess.
Oct. 11—Firemen's Muster In Topsham.
Oct. 12—Rubinstein Club's first meet
ing of the season.
Oct. 12—Eastern Star fair. Temple hall.
Oct. 12—Columbus Day.
Oct. 12 — North Montville — Lincoln
Baptist quarterly meeting.
Oct. 17—Lincolnville—Annual Inspec
tion OB.S. at Masonic hall.
Oct. 18-19 — Thomaston — WllllamsBrasler Post Minstrel 8how
Oct. 19—Me the be sec Club's first meet
ing of the season.
Oct. 19—North Warren—White Oak
Orange fair.
.
Oct. 20—Examinations for admission to
West Point Military Academy to be held
ln Rockland
Oct 21—Unveiling of Capt John Perry
marker by Lady Knox Chapter. D. A. R
Oct
25-26—Annual convention of
Maine Teachers’ Association, at P ort
land.
Nov. 12—Armistice Day observance.
Nov 21—Annual Methodist Fair.
Nov. 29-30—Thanksgiving recess for
schools.
Nov 29—Thanksgiving Day.

American Legion Auxiliary meets
Monday at 7JO.
Chatles W Sheldon and Dr. Walter
P. Conley are on a brief duck hunting
expedition.
There will be an Important mee*ln<
of Winslow-Holbrook Post tonight at
7.30 with nomination of officers for
1935.
Carlyle U. Brown who has been
carrying mail on Route 5. and David
S. Beach, who has been on parcel post
delivery, have swapped jobs.
Mrs. Clara Guptlll who has been
spending several weeks as guest ot
Mr. and Mrs. I. B. Simmons, Rock
land street, returned yesterday to her
home in Medford.
The annual salary resolve was
passed by the City Government
Monday night. Santa Claus was
not in evidence, but on the other
hand there were no cuts.
Skippy Lawry. popular little fox
terrier, is again seen with his neat
little red sweater on. He deserted it
during the summer months, but sens
ing the change of weather declared
his intentions of wearing it once

P age T hree
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Opportunity Class meets tonight
at First Baptist parlors.

•=

A. R O U G H ID E A

Spring street is now a two-way
thoroughfare between the City Build
ing and Union street.
The date of the annual White Oak
Grange fair at North Warren Is
Oct. 19. Chicken (supper followed
by dancing.

. . . o f what is
s m a r t in
sp o rt shoes!

T he Sporting Things T o W ear

Congressman Moran has been ad 
vised th a t a lighter arrived Monday i
at Matinicus to repair the break
water! A load of stone was expect- j
ed there Tuesday.
Alvin C. Ratnsdell. of the Ramsdell Packing Co. is in the city for a
few days watching the progress of
the corporation’s new plant a t the
Five Kilns. Work has begun on the
storehouse.

T H E rougher the leethtr the
1 imerter the ihoe, Crushed
Colt, Crushed Kid, Seel, end
other populer grain leathers arc
the srnert choice (or your street
end sport cnscmblesl And
we heve them, by the score I
B R O W N S end BLACK

The Community Sweet Shop will
remain open until the middle
October, much to the satisfaction of 1
many patrons. The season has been
one of the best the Powells have h a d ,'
and the popularity of the resort has
. increased steadily.

$3.95

Others (fomlili $5.00

Edwin Libby Relief Corps holds
j its annual inspection tonight, with
J Mrs. Eulalie Valentyne of Bangor,
A g e n ts for Dr. Scholl's A rch Supports
j State inspecting officer, in charge.
Mrs. Valentyne will be accompanied
432 M ain S treet,
R ockland, Me.
by Mrs. Annie B. Cowan of Hamp
S tra ig h t fronts
den, State president. Inspection
will be preceded by 6 o'clock supper
Blouses that add that smart
.Swagger backs
The Legion Carnival will hold a
Can be worn all winter; threeThe ever popular twin knit
Richard Thomas an d Leander with Mrs. Elisabeth Barton as chair- |
look to your fall ensemble.
Satins, plaids, crepes, taffetas
special session Saturday afternoon.
Thomas have entered Bridgton Acad man.
in our new
quarter length. Choic# or
shown in a large variety of
. . . misses' and women's . . .
emy.
several
styles.
weaves
and
colors.
white
and
colors.
TWEED SUITS
Huntley-Hill Post Auxiliary VF.W
Dr. William Ellingwood goes to
will hold a sewing circle a t'th e hall
bg PRINTZESS
A free public dancing exhibition Portland Friday to attend the clini
Friday afternoon followed by a busi will be given at 3 p. m. Oct. 12 a t, cal sessions to be conducted by the j
ness meeting in the evening.
Temple hall by the small pupils of Maine Medical Association in th at
city on Thursday and Friday. Other |
Mrs. Corner.
This is how Printiesi
The Big Elm T ea Room at Ten
local doctors planning to attend
Plaid Backs
Half Lined
gives you swagger,
ant's Harbor will remain open for
are Drs. N. A. Fogg. C. Harold
Attorney General Clyde R. Chapwithout the look of
several days longer in answer to a
Jameson and C. B. Popplestone, and
Raglan shoulders that are comfortable over
hulk that used to go
general demand. Mrs. Fannie Mor- , man 01 Belfast called a t the Court Drs. J. Carswell and Howard
woolen
dresses . . . deep slash pockets for wooley
with ib It's just one
ris. proprietor of the Big Elm. re- ' House Tuesday to offer Ws congratumittens and change . . . a free swinging coat
Apollonio of Camden.
in
our
new
collection
lations
to
the
officials
who
were
rethat will wear and wear.
ports a most satisfactory season.
of suits hy Priutzess,
_____
elected last month.
Duck hunters have a problem on
designed with dash,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank G. Hallowell j
------| their hands, with a law that allows
tailored with preci
have returned from a motor trip to
As a result of the raid made by them 12 ducks but only five of a
sion and priced at
Philadelphia and Washington. They Deputy Sheriffs Ludwick and Phillips kind in a day. 'Spose a gunner
spent 10 days with Mr. and Mrs. Har- , a t th e Riverside Lunch in Union knocks over three birds out of a flock
old Micklen in Philadelphia and visit- 1Tuesday Edward Day and Sarah and he finds they’re all blue wing ;
ed relatives in New York and Massa- Pinkham were each fined $100 and teal. I f such birds hover around |
costs and sentenced to 60 days in these parts; then along comes a n 
chusetts.
jail. They appealed.
other flock and he isn't sure just
The Legion Carnival presents many
what the birds are making up th a t
new features beginning today. It is
T he annual installation of Miriam flock. He lets go and brings down
located on the city lot on Tillson Rebekah Lodge and Knox Lodge I. O.
WILLIAM II. MORSE
three more blue wing teal, or ordi G E O R G E S RIV ER R O A D
avenue and will hold its final session O. P. will be held jointly Tuesday,
nary black ducks in both instances.
Saturday night. I t is interesting to Oct. 9 a t 7.30. Friends will be admit
Miss Edith Nelson who spent the
William H Morse died Sept. 27 at
W hat’ll he do with the sixth bird?
Sturdy Bed with 2-ineh Posts, AU Cotton Mattress and Comfortable
summer with Mrs. B. Laakso, has re- 1the home of his daughter Mrs. Fred
note that the Winslow-Holbrook boys ted by invitation. Members may ob
—Lewiston Journal.
Spring, only $18.75
turned to New York.
j L. Stokes in Reading, Mass. He was
have bought all the prizes and supplies tain invitations from Lester Post,
SPECIALS—Coil
Spring, 99 colls, helically tied. $9.50
from local merchants. This fact gives George Graves, Mrs. Flora Post and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
Niemi.
Mrs
born
in
Appleton,
Maine
on
Nov.
18,
R uth Mayhew T ent met Monday
Now Rome Del.uxr CoU Spring, $17.7$
the big Beano game an added zest.
Mrs. Lillian Cotton.
afternoon for sewing, with supper in Lyyli Haiyula, Oliver Niemi and 1845.
charge of Mrs. Lizzie French and Hujd Malin were dinner guests re- | Mr. Morse was the son of James
JOHN B. ROBINSON
Miss Adelaide E. Cross of the Uni
r illS H O l.M BLOCK
Robert U. Collins, acting as ad Mrs. Belle Bowley. Capt. H. R. cently of Mr. and Mrs. Julius Ander- ' and Almira (Crouse) Morse He is
FL'KNITURE
versal Producing Company of New m inistrator of the estate of the late Huntley and Col. F. S. Philbrick were son. Buttermilk Lane.
| survived • by his wife, Mary (Ulmer)
York arrived Wednesday to be with W. E Ingraham, has sold for it a special supper guests. At the eve- Finnish Congregational Church Notes Morse, whom he married, in Waldo
her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Justin lot of land at Winslow’s Mills to W. A. ning meeting it was voted to accept
The harvest festival and sale at the boro in 1865; also five children, Mrs.
Cross, while directing 'The World's Vannah; a lot of land on Crescent
the invitation to attend the recep- church last Thursday was well at- 1Stakes. Mrs. Wilbur S. Sanders of
All R.ght" to be presented Ort. 22-23 streel w Je£SC Bradstreet (who£C
--------- — ------— — — —
tion being tendered Oct. 9 to Mrs tended and thanks are extended to Reading. Mrs. John H. Bates of East
under the auspices of the P aren t^ residence it adjoins; a lot in Ingra- i Emma Torrey, departm ent presi- all who helped to make it a success.
Rochester, N. H., Mrs. John T. Berry
Teacher Association. Practically the ham pield wiU) build,ngs thereon, to j dent of the National Relief Corps
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Laakso j of Rockland and a son Herbert O
entire
cast hhas
been selected
selected and
er.hre cast
a s been
and iref Cora p endieton; and Ingraham I The affair will be held at Town hall who have been employed on an island Morse of Discovery, B. C. There are
hearsals will begin immediately
Field to the Tydol Company, to bt Rockport. Mrs. Bessie Haraden and : near P ort Clyde are now living at ' also six grandchildren and five great
A nd are unusually fine this year
The meeting of the Parent-Teacher | used in conjunction with its present Mrs. May Cross were appointed by their home in Friendship where a grandchildren who survive him The
50c per dozen
the president as department aides meeting of the church wil be held grandchildren
are
Mrs. Carter
Association scheduled for Monday plant.
Ruggles, Wilbur S Sanders, Jr., and
G et yours now a n d plant them early. It pays!
night has been postponed to Oct. 16,
„
~~
, More extensive plans for the annual tonight, Thursday, at 7 o'clock.
at which time Dr. Clifton B Gray o f ; ,
' P ^ i c a l - fair, Dec. 3, were made. The mys- i Next Sunday, beginning at 1 p. m. Kenneth B Rivers of Reading. Lyle
W e have also a fresh crop of S traw Flowers for
Bates College will deliver an a a d re ssl* decided to accept th e Democratic tery package, furnished by Mrs services dedicated especially to W. Rivers of Cuthburst. Ga.. Mrs.
Frank Morrison and Floyd B. Berry ,
National
Committee's
invitation
to
w inter bouquets, O rn am en tal G ourds an d an array
Irene
Winslow,
was
won
by
Mrs
widows
will
be
held
at
the
church,
entitled "Purge, Putsch, and Propa
of Rockland.
stum
p
Nebraska
in
the
interests
of
Stella
McRae.
The
date
of
the
an’
Rev.
John
Heino,
pastor.
o f funny little plants in (or out of) intriguing dishes.
ganda." Dr. G ray has recently re
Mr. Morse enlisted in the 1st Maine
Congressman Edward R. Burke who nual inspection was set for Nov. 5,
-----------------turned from a summer in Germany,
Cavalry at the age of 17 and served
BORN
and from study and observations is seeking election as United states Mrs. Villa Caswell of Waterville, de DOW—At Owl’s Head. Sent 28. to Mrs
till the close of the Civil War.
Senator,
Mr.
Moran
is
moved
to
partm ent inspecting officer, presid
Raymond Dow. Jr.. and the late Mr
there his address will be presented.
Funeral services were held Sunday.
Dow. a daughter, Frances Ramona.
do this by the fact th a t he is on ing. Mrs. Carrie House and Mrs
FLOW ER SH OP
_ ,
o ...
. .
PAYSON—At Portland. Sept 29, to Mr. Interment a t Laurel Hill cemetery.
term
s
of
intimate
friendship
with
Mrs. Ivy Chatto, general chairman
Priscilla Smith were named house-, and Mrs. Merton Payson (Doris
ROCKLAND, ME.
371 N A B STREET,
Rev.
William
T
Murphy,
Jr.
officiat
for the fair to be sponsored by of Congressman Burke. I t is also pos keepers for the supper preceding th<? ' Mathews), a son. Marshall Edwards
............
118-120
SOULE—At West Waldoboro. Sept. 26. ed.
ficers of Eastern S tar on Oct. 12 at sible that he will make a few speech next meeting.
to Mr and Mrs. Eldred Soule, a son.
Temple hall, has named these com es enroute. In behalf of Congress
MARRIED
Inside parking for your car day or
mittee chairmen: Cooked food. Mrs. men Wearin and Wilford of Iowa,
J rJ rJ rJ r-f rJ rJ r-l rJ rJ Nr-lrJ rJr? rJ
ROUND6-SHERIDAN—At Melrose, Mass ,
Prances Morse; aprons. Mrs. Eve Congressman Imhoff of Ohio and evening. 25c. Fireproof Garage. Rock Sept 29, by Rev W S Rounds. Philip
Rounds of New York and Miss Annette
land.
117-tf
lyn Orcutt; handkerchiefs. Mrs. Congressman Carpenter of Kansas.
Ayer Sheridan
405 M ain St.
O pposite
Florence Young; candy, Mrs. Vincie
LATTY-CLOSSON - At Tremont. Sept 22.1
R ockland
C
ro
c
k
e
tt’s
by
Rev
Stanley
B
Hyde.
Richard
Latty
I
Clark; novelties. Mrs. Helen Chap
and Miss Margaret Closson.
N
ew
Store
man. Members of Golden Rod are
ELWELL-BOYNTON At Rockland. Sept
(Successors to F. J. Simonton Co.)
30. by Rev. J. Charles MacDonald.
each asked to furnish an apron.
Herbert C. Elwell of Spruce Head and
Miss
Lois
Boynton
of
East
Millinocket.
The doors will be open at 2.30, and a t
PROCK-LIGHT — At Winslow's Mills.
3 an entertainm ent will be present
Sept 30. by Rev A G Davis. Clarence
Proek and Miss Ruth Light, both of
ed, followed by 6 o'clock supper.

MCLAIN SHOE STORE

N ew Silk B louses
$ 1 .9 8 , $ 2 .9 8

T w in Knits

Lapin J a ck ets

$ 2 .9 8 to $ 5 .0 0

$ 5 8 .0 0

K ragshire B alm acaan
$ 1 9 .5 0

$ 9 .7 5 to $ 5 8 .0 0

O ther Sport Coats

* $ 4 5 .0 0

$ 1 5 .0 0 to $ 6 9 .5 0

Dress Coats

SENTER CRANE COMPANY

$ 1 8 .7 5 BED, SPR IN G , M ATTRESS $ 1 8 .7 5

Little Jeannie Briggs, aged 2 tv
years, has been entertaining her
friends and neighbors by dancing.
She has taken only three lessons but
already shows talent.
Jeannie’s
greatest desire, she declares, is to be
like Shirley Temple.
Hester M , widow of John H. Holmes
died a t her home 22 State street
Thursday morning aged 87 years..
She is survived by one daughter Miss
Adelaide Holines. Funeral a t the
home Saturday at 2 p. m. Friends
will please omit flowers.
Everything will be under control
around Woodstock. N.B., the next two
weeks because Assistant Engineer
George W. Wheeler of the Rockland
Fire Department is there on vaca
tion with Mrs. Wheeler. "Fine roads
all the way and a great time" Is the.
latest report.
The meeting of Miriam Rebekah
Lodge Tuesday night was devoted to
making plans for the joint instal
lation w ith Knox Lodge, I.O .O F,
Oct. 9 to which each member is privi
leged to invite one guest. Mrs. Lena
Rollins, the present noble grand, was
elected a delegate to the annual
Rebekah Assembly to take place at
Bangor Oct. 16.
The Home League (Sewing Circle)
of the Salvation Army holds its a n 
nual Sale of Work for its donation to
the Harvest Festival all day Saturday
at Scntcr Crane's. Fancy work, chil
dren’s dresses, children's night dress
es, children’s long stockings, aprons,
novelties and numerous other articles
can be purchased at reasonable
prices. Cake will also be on sale.
James Connellan was the Rockland
Lions' guest speaker yesterday, ex
pressing a desire to have the organi
zation (of which he is also a mem
ber) ascertain if the usefulness of
Rockland harbor cannot be increased,
and better freight rates obtained.
Mr. Connellan is a vigorous speaker,
and presented his arguments very
clearly.—A. W. Gregory and Parker
E. Worrcy attended the charter night
exercises a t Ellsworth.—Judge E. K.
Gould presented the cause of the
Home
Owners dean
Corpora
tion. —The Union Fair advent
of A. E. Brunberg formed the
of an amusing discussion.—The meet
ing of Oct. 24 will be omitted as many
of th e members are planning to a t
tend the big meeting in Waterville
th at night.

T U L IP B U L B S
H a v e A r r iv e d

S I L S B Y ’S

M .EW OTTON& SON

S P E C IA L S

Winslow’s Mills.

Knowing th a t the Junior High
School team of today will become the
varsity of tomorrow Coach Sezak
issued a call for football candidates in
Junior High School and was reward
ed with 60 candidates. Not being able j
to Coach Varsity. Junior Varsity, and
Junior High School Coach Sezak has
obtained the voluntary services of
Dick Knowlton, former Rockland
High star, to take over the coaching
of the Junior High School and with
Vemard Crockett last year's Orange
and Black sta r taking care of the '
Junior Varsity Coach Sezak can now
focus more of his attention upon the
varsity. The regular series of games
between th£ Junior High and Fresh
men will be run off again this year.

LO NG COVE
Service a t St. Goorge’s Church
Sunday will be evening prayer and
sermon. Monday night the Instruc
tion Group meets at the church a t
7 p. m.

Don’t forget roller skating a t S p ^ l Inside parking for your car day or
ish Villa rink eveiy evening and Sat evening. 25c. Fireproof Garage, Rock
urday afternoons.
119-120
land.
117-tf
Special Flour Sale this week at
K A TH A R IN E’S
Stover’s. White Rose Family Flour
97c bag. $7.75 bbl.; Stover’s Pride
B E A U T Y SHOP
Flour, “the flour the best cooks use,”
PERMANENTS S5.00-S7.00
Special Rates For School Girls
$1 15 bag. $8.90 bbl. Pillsbury’s Best
18 Gay Street
Flour, $1.19 bag; Oocident, $1.29 bag. Telephone 27S-W
lW lt
STOVER'S, Rockland.
119-120*

Fancy Native F o w l ............................................... lb

.23

Pork Roasts ......................................................... lb

.22

(These are good quality ribe, sweet and tender.)

Home Made Sausage ........................................ lb

.20

Rolled Oats, 5 pound b a g ............................................ 25
(A lot of oats for little money.)

Superba T om atoes, lge cans..........20; 3 cans.......... 55
No. 2 c a n s ....................15; 6 c a n s .....................7 5
Baxter’s Peas, c a n ...........
........... 20 ; 3 c a n s ..................50

DIED
MORSE At Reading. Mass . 8ept 27.
William H. Morse, native of Appleton,
aged 88 years. 10 months, 9 days.
Burial ln Reading.
STAHL—At Camden. Oct. 3. Ralph
M Stahl, aged 45 years. 2 months. 9
days Funeral Friday a t 2 o'clock at
the residence of his parents ln North
Waldoboro. American Legion ln charge
HOLMES At Rockland. Oct 4. Hester
M . widow’ of John H. Holmes, aged
87 years. 3 months. 10 days Funeral
Saturday at 2 o’clock from the late
residence, 22 State street. Please omit
flowers.
CARD

Superba G rape Fruit, can ...

.18; 3 cans ....

.50

Best Maine C om , can ....

.1 2 /4 ; 12 cans .... 1.30
Superba W h ole Refugee B e a n s .................. can
.2 0
Three c a n s ............................................. .........
.5 0
Campbell’s Tom ato S o u p ....................... 12 cans
.80
Fancy O range Pekoe T e a ................................. lb

.35

Fancy Spring Lamb Legs, lb .20; fores, Ib .12,

.14

O n io n s............................................................ 10 lbs

.25

Sweet P o ta to e s .................................*.......... 10 lbs.

.25

Campbell’s 14 ounce Tom ato Juice ......... can
Three f o r .................2 5 ; 12 cans f o r ............

.1 0
.90

(Freda says "This will start you for the day as well
as orange juice.,

J. A. JAMESON CO.
TEL. 17 O R 18

RO CK LA ND , ME.

OF

A F ew W eek-E nd Specials
for Cool, Crisp Fall D ays

.1 0

N ew lot o f Yarn in a ll colors

Special B u y in Bath R ob es, n ew sty les an d c o l o r s ................. 3 .5 0

TH A N K S

We wish to express our thanks and ap
preciation to all who sent such beautiful
floral tributes in the bereavement of our
dear father, Rufus W Teel. Especially
to Capt. Niles Cameron and Wilson
Carter of the Burnt Island Coast Guard
Station.
Teel Family.
Teel's Island. Port Ck’de. Me
•

A GRANITE
GRAVE MARKER
A small monument shaped stone
w ith bronze plate all engraved with
nam e and dates.
Size 6(a In. wide x 6',i In high. Fit
ted w ith two bronze posts for plac
ing ln the ground.
A permanent, handsome stone.

$3.50
BURPEE
FURNITURE CO.
85-eot-tf

N ew lot F all C retonnes, regular 2 9 c. S p e c ia l.......................... 19
E xcep tional— 5 0 in. U p h olstery and D rap ery M aterial 7 9 c val .39
N ew lot o f H ouse D r e s s e s .............................. 1.00, 1 .5 9 and 1.98
2 ca ses Fruit of the Loom P ercale (a ll n e w p a ttern s); y a rd . .
Satin an d Lace C ollars a t .............................. .

.1 9

.5 9 and 1.00

C hildren’s T h ree-Q u arter S ize H ose; p a i r .............. ..................29
This is Batting Tim e; everything in Batting, the most complete line we have
ever had and at prices to m eet the pocketbook. Come in and let us show you the
new styles and sizes.
J Hi HTJ rTrJrJTJrJ rJ r-l r-fr3i-)rJrJr-'rifi| f ± l 3 2 ^ 0 2 i 3 3 S 2 c -

S P O T L IG H T IN G
# THE
STARS

Lion* T ra n s m it W a rn in g
by Long Distance M e th o d

The Silk Parade Has C o u n try ,
In Its G rip— T he New M il-'
linery Styles

Tales-

Radio is not a bed of roses.
Gladys Swarthout never
had to rehearse so hard for
her Metropolitan Opera ap
pearances as she does for
her roles In the Palmolive
Beauty Box Theatre classi
cal and seml-classical light
operas over NBC every
Tuesday night. Each re
hearsal takes about 36
hours. So you can’t blame
her for doing a little repair
work In between her songs
. . . When “Treasure Is
land" was being filmed, a
talking parrot was used in
many scenes with Wally
Beery. This bird became a
great favorite with Jackie
Cooper, Lionel Barrymore
and other members of the
cast. Because of the shape
of his proboscis (nose to
you) he was promptly dubbed “Jimmie Durante."
Beauty hint: The reason
the older film stars have
such lovely complexions
and retain their beauty
longer than an ordinary
woman is because the
years of making up for
pictures gives exercise to
the muscles of the face
and preserves the skin
tissues. Maybe we should
all get made up like Lon
Chaney every day — just
for the exercise . . . Tele
vision is still a long way
oft they say. Some of the
radio stars will appear to
very bad advantage when
It does come. But one little
lady who won’t suffer
from Television Is lovely
Vera Van.
Rosemary Lane, believe it
or not, works for Henry
Ford. Yep, she sings on
the Ford Hour. She won't
suffer from television ei
ther, do you think? One
day Colonel Stoopnagle
and Bud illustrated for
our photographer just how
it fejls to have a hang
over. Silly, isn’t it? Well,
so long, see you soon.

LIBERTY
C. H. Wellington has returned
from Monmouth where he has had
employment in the corn canning fac
tory.
The Sewing Circle will meet Oct.
9 with Mrs. Ruby Hoit
Supt. Fuller and teachers attended
the County Convention in Belfast.
Mrs. Jessie Walker who has been
ill a t her home for several weeks,
has resumed her work at the postoffice.
Mrs. Clara Ballard of Arlington,
Mass., is visiting her cousin Mrs.
Charles Abbott.
Mrs. James Burkell, Mrs. O. W.

1 2

N E W Y O R K STYLES

The Silk Parade has just marched I
up and down Fifth Avenue and Para I
Avenue and all the other smart
thoroughfares in New York and now
it is going to march out through the
country. Its idea is to increase in
terest in silk and New York shops
jollied the parade by highlighting in
Salzburg
their displays throughout the week
Imposing
Austrian
city with a
silks in their various versions and
developments. What was new in history dating back to Roman times
,
i style interest in the current mode
. Has Christian catacombs of the
J was featured. W hat was new in fast
third century . . . Ruled for ages by
dye colorings was shown. Weaves
and textures in an Infinite variety Prince-archbishops . . . Joined to
j attracted and held public attention. Austria in 1816 . . . Outstanding
Also the versatility of silk, how it buildings are late Renassance. Ro
combines so effectively with other manesque and early Baroque . . .
fabrics, wool, rayon, acetates, linen
House in which Mozart, its most iaI and cotton.
mous citizen, was born, replete with
I t was shown in new plain effects !
his memorials . . . Today one of the
[ in crepes, satins and velvets, as well
greatest cities of music in Europe
j as in new rough surfaces. It was j . . . From July 28 till Sept. 2, world; featured not only in some of the
I famed music festivals are held . . .
season's smartest frocks and gowns
| Operas, dramas, concerts . . . Conbut also in accenting other fabrics
, ductors include Toscanini, Walter,
It was seen in effective combinations
Krauss, Strauss, Oui and Mengelwith some of the new soft woolens
berg . . . Under the direction of Max
and with wool and synthetic mix
R einhardt. . . Here the shrine of the
tures including some of the new metal
threaded fabrics, and fabrics featur- i con’Poser Haydn, in St. Peter's
ing Cellophane slit cellulose film. cemetery . . . Every hour of every
Silks in some of the smartest acces day something to do and see.

HELLO! Want to hear the
latest about the stars?
Okay, here you are! Flush
is the name of the ador
able spaniel who plays In
“The Barretts of Wimpole Street." This pup
shares acting honors in
the new movie with Nor
ma Shearer and a lot of
other famous stars . . .
They say that Sir Harry
Lauder has given away
nearly two million dollars
to charity. .And he’a a
SCOTCHMAN!

L C

Every-Other-Day^
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Page Fouf

sories of the season, in hats, gloves,
handbags and scarves attracted atN O R TH H O P E
i tention. I t was also shown in soft
woolen frocks and with the various
Among those attending Union Fair
new wool and synthetic mixtures
last week were Mr. and Mrs W E.
highlighted in new frocks, gowns and
Hall, Mr. and Mrs A. I. Perry. Mr
suits.
and Mrs U. G. Pease. Mrs. Clara
Styles in New York are featuring Hall. Mr. and Mrs. Jethro Pease and
again the endless procession of new I family, in fact almost everybody was
materials—always fascinating and I there Wednesday. The herd of Holinspiring to the average woman. Last
week it was silk. Now one of t h e | stelns from HlUtoP farm owned by
great rayon manufacturing firms J D. Pease won many ribbons, and
presents fall and winter fabrics, i six of the seven exhibited were proud- j
Variety, beauty of texture, and a wide |y wearing a prize ribbon when the j
range of novelties distinguish the correspondent looked them over. Thej
collections.
They include high,
Willow Brook dahlias were obliged to
fashion fabrics such as rayon alpaca
stay
on the home grounds this y ear:
and the clokys, novelty ribbed crepes
,
owing
to their owner's inability to do
grainy crepes, satin-back crepes and J (he extra
work necessary in exhibit- I
the armures.
ing
them.
There are some yet in i
Outstanding popular fabrics in the
presentation are the novelty sheers bloom however, and visitors are althe marocains and pebble crepes and 1ways welcome at the gardens. The,
first frost of the season. Oct. 1.|
the Canton crepes.
Leading artists are designing p at damaged the tops somewhat except
terns for tea and luncheon sets with I those close to the buildings.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Read of Mt.
their favorite characters . . . som.
Desert
were guests Friday a t Willow i
handsome ones are seen in lacquered
fabrics—Cocktail napkins in which Brook farm. Leaving for home at [
the entire surface is takpn up with 3 15 they made the trip in two hours J
the design of a dog are seen on Fifth and a telephone call from their home |
Avenue . . . Handbags are conspicuous told of their safe arrival a t 6 o'clock.
on the road in the northwestern part
They stopped a t Belfast for threefor decoration . . . .
Ripley and Mr. and Mrs. Charles
of the town.
Millinery is very smart and the fourths of an hour enroute. While
Norton attended the recent meeting
Mrs. F. H. Tracy was a visitor I
new designs are being featured . A in this place Mr. and Mrs. Read also
of the W.C.T.U. a t the home of Mrs. Friday at Mrs. F. A. Turner’s.
new and youthful height in hats is attended Union Fair.
G. Colby.
C. W. Evans passed the weekend |
Mrs E. Donald Perry attended the
Rev. Harold Nutter will hold a with his daughter Mrs. Harold Sands j the rule . . . The smartest New York
teachers'
convention at Rockland last
collections also show new materials
service at the church Sunday eve and family of Readfield.
week and was overnight guest of her
I
•
.
.
There
are
soft,
new
antelope
ning, with a group of men from his
Monte Brann was a caller Sunday
j velvet felts and velours, stressed for parents, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Bowden
three churches. Rev. Mr. N utter is at the home of F. H. Tracy.
i day With velvets, lames, metal cloth. On Thursday she attended the school
doing a fine work in the town and
[ tulle embroidered net and novelty classes on special work a t Camden.
deserves the loyal support of every
GRANDFATHER'S CLOCK
Mr. and Mrs. W alter Bowden and
It
stands
on
the
floor
near
the
staircase.
materials important for evening, in
citizen.
It Is old but It still goes tlck-tock,
daughters Pauline and Constance of
cluding
silver
and
gold
paillettes
and
My grandmother and grandfather loved
Camden spent Thursday evening of
It.
SO M E R V ILLE
the ever-present Cellophane slit
And so we call It grandfather’s clock.
cellulose film . . . Fur. of course, is last week at Willow Brook. Others
E. H. Philbrick of Rockland visited
When dear old grandfather died.
being shown, following the lead of visitors there recently were Mr. and
relatives and friends in this place It seemed to go slower and slower.
Mrs. R. L. Coose of Searsmont; Mr
But
It’s
still
near
the
staircase
and
still
Paris
. . It appears in dressier wear,
Friday.
goes tlck-tock.
and
Mrs. L. A Tiffany, Mr. and Mrs
for instance, in addition to velvet
A crew of men under the super And to us it Is ’’G randfather’* Clock.”
Norma Robbins.
Loren Dow of Camden; Karl Went
turbans
with
high
drapings.
there
are
vision of A,. J . Dodge are working
Rockland.
entire hats made of fur with a slight worth, Clara B art’ett, Searsmont;
Grace Wentworth and Donald Smith,
suspicion
of draping.
-I
Belfast; Mr. and Mrs. L H. Perry and
-b y “Movie Spotlight” 1
daughter Bernice of Owl's Head.
A PPL E T O N MILLS
A new post bearing a conspicuous
sign has been placed at the town line
Joseph Moody gave a blood trans Just below Willow Brook farm, and
0ILLIE $E W A & > n e v e r
fusion Monday at Knox Hospital to which will be of much assistance to
his sister Mrs. Alice Moody Buck who motorists, and incidentally to those
w ants to see o f hear
is quite ill there, and friends are at the farm, who have had to direct
O F ANOTHER DOUGHNUT!
anxiously hoping this may hasten her many persons In regard to the route.
HER ROLE IN u A M O N G
recovery.
The sign which is neat and plain, was
THE M l( f I N S NECESSI
The W.C.T.U. meets Friday with greatly needed.
TATED HER C O NSUM ING
Miss Adna Pitman.
4 3 doughnuts during
The Willing Workers will meet to
O N E SCENE,
day. Tuesday, at the parsonage for
their regular work.
Mrs. Elizabeth Sprowl and Miss
Ruth Arrington who are teaching in
Hope with other teachers of that
town, spent Thursday in the Camden
schools. The teachers of the latter
town gave them a royal welcome and And YouU Jump Out of Bed in
the Morning Rarin* to Go
a pleasant and profitable day was
If toofed n o r and sunk aad the world
passed. Special attention was paid
looks punk, don’t ownflow a lot of salt*, min
to the Cordts System of reading and eral water, oil, laxative candy or chewing gum
expect them to make you suddenly sweet
phonics, which have been put into all and
and buoyant and full of sunshine.
For they can’t do It. They only move the
the Hope schools this year.
bowels and a mere movement doesn’t get at
Miss Maud Fuller, Miss Ruth Ar the cause. The reason for your down-and-out
is your liver. It should pour oat two
rington, Mrs. Glenys Gibson and Mrs. feeling
pounds of liquid bile Into your Dowels daily.
If this bile is not flowing freely, your food
Elizabeth Sprowl attended the Knox
doesn't digest. It just decays in the bowds.
County teachers' convention in Rock Gas bloats up your stomach. Yon have a
thick, bad taste and tout breath
fool,
land Wednesday.

M V A i i l J V i f • LED

I . '

Wild animals of many kinds are
undoubtedly able to transmit warn
ings to others of the same species
at a distance. A big game hunter,
says a writer In Tit-Bits Magazine,
during his long wanderings in the
wilds with a cinema camera, no
ticed this fact over and over again.
Even Hons, he explained, are sus
ceptible to the ''danger” message,
and where a few years ago they
were plentiful they are now rarely
seen, simply because the hunter has
raked that part of the country with
his motor-cur rifles, and an army of
“boys.”
On the other hand, whenever a
sanctuary Is made, animals and
birds Journey to it from great dis
tances. In some mysterious way
they get the news that a certain
spot means safety, and there they
will gather and breed and rapidly
become almost tame.
If conditlous In any particular
place become suitable for any spe
cial bird, animal or Insect, in some
inexplicable way that creature ap
pears there.
A form of wireless occurs also
among Insects. There Is a variety
of moth which frequents only a
certain kind of tree. A naturalist
took one of the females of this
species and placed her In a cage
three miles from the nearest wood
iu which others of her kind were
to be found. The next night two
males of the species were discov
ered, clinging to the outside of the
cage; but how they became aware
of the presence of their mute is
a problem which defies any ordi
nary explanation.

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE—
WITHOUT CALOMEL

b

ARTHUR HOWL'/ rAV'

ORITE PASTIME / WOOD
CARVING. HE AMUSES
him self b y c ard in g
MASKS O F W F R IE N D /
P E F O R E BE C O M IN G
A C O L U M B IA STAR

(H C H /A fW C R O M W ELL
PAIR HIS RILLS
/
W IT H P A IN T IN G S !

Mrs. Effie Hazen or North Hero,
Vt. and chauffeur have been spending
a week at Edison Mitchell’s and John
son & Mink's. Mr. and Mrs. Andrew
Mitchell of Nahant, Mass., who have
been staying a t their cottage near
Mirror Lake, with their son Guy
Mitchell and two grandsons, have also
been visiting in that neighborhood.
Friends of Ivan Mink will be sorry
to learn that he has been ill. Herbert
Hall has been driving his milk route
to Rockland. Warren Russell who
has been working for Johnson & Mink
has returned to his home in Albion.

akin often breaks oat in biemishea. Your bead
aches and you fed down and out. Yoar whole
system is poisoned.
It takes those good, old C A R TER 'S
LITTLE LIVER PILLS to get these two
pounds of bile flowing freely and make you
led **up and op." They contain wonderful,
karmlem, gentle vegetable extracts, amazfag
when it comes to making the bib flow freely.
But don’t ask for liver pills. Ask for Carter’s
Little IAver Pill*. Look for the name Carter’s
Little liver Pills on the red label. Resent a
substitute. 2hc at drug storea. 0 1 M lC .lf.C o .

Light Trucking
Parcel Delivery

Every M o to rist Should
K n o w Needs o f H is C ar

If you would reduce automobile
accidents, give heed to the four
commonest causes of mechanical
failure. These four causes are list
ed as follows by Wilson S. Isherwood, prominent automotive official
and a leader in safety campaigns:
Bad brakes.
Worn tires.
Worn steering gear,
Poor acceleration.
Every motorist should know when
brakes are not properly function
ing and when tires have reached
the danger point, Mr. Isherwood de
clared. But there are many who
are unaware of the necessity for
steering gear inspection, and for
tuning up the motor for better ac
celeration. A motor that Is well
tuned up, he stated, seldom stalls
on a railroad crossing or goes "hay
wire” In traffic.
In tuning up the motor, Mr. Isher
wood points out the necessity for a
complete tune-up, which can be per
formed In about 30 minutes. This
consists of the following operation:
1. Clean and adjust spark plugs,
replacing any worn plug.
2. Inspect ignition cables and bat
tery.
8. Clean breaker points.
4. Adjust timing.
5. Adjust valve clearance.
e. Adjust carburetor.
F a t M en a n d G ia n t .

The United States has its fair
share of fat men and giants. Miles
Darden was both, says a writer In
the Kansas City Times. He was 7
feet 6 Inches, and weighed a little
better than half a ton. He was
born In 1798, and lived until 1857,
was married, a father, worked all
his life, and was a pretty normal
individual In spite of his size. Silly
statistics and information are al
ways In order when discussing gi
ants or fat men—It took thirteen
and a half yards of material to
make a coat for Darden.
B a n o n C o m p e titio n

During the Middle ages. Belgium
had very strict laws to prevent
what It considered to be unfair com
petition, writes Isaac Hershkowitz,
In Collier’s Weekly. In at least one
town, craftsmen and venders of
goods were not only forbidden to ad
vertise but they were not even al
lowed to stand in their doorways
for fear they might blow their noses
or sneeze in order to attract the at
tention of passers-by.
E a r ly U . e o f D ic e

Dice were probably evolved from
knucklebones. It Is almost Impos
sible to trace clearly the develop
ment of dice as distinguished from
knucklebones, on uccount of tbo
confusion of the two games by an
cient writers. It is certain, how
ever, that both were played In times
antecedent to those of which we
possess written records.
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DESCENDANT O F

jO E -S W A N E E R IV E R ' - ’O L D K E N T U C K Y H O M E *

LET A W A N T-A D
SO LVE Y O U R
PROBLEM

U . S . T id a l S h o r e L in e

The total length of the tidal
shore line and total area of conti
nental United States, Including is
lands, Is 21,862 statute miles, of
which 15,132 miles Is In Alaskn.
The area of continental United
States is 3,026,789 square miles;
the area of Alaska, Including the
Aleutian Islands, Is 586,400 square
miles.
N a tu r a liz a tio n in C an a d a

British subjects domiciled in Can
ada do not need to take out nat
uralization papers. Under the pro
visions of the franchise law they
may vote after the expiration of one
year. Under the terms of the Immi
gration act a British subject or an
alien must live in Canada five years
before becoming a citizen.
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HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
37-A horseman
1-Atmosphere
39- Weep
4-Assiat
40- Existed
7-Charmed
42- Bend
10-Tardy
43- Large plant
11- Clip
44- A title (pi.),
13- Hinders
46- Guide
14- Uneven
47- Providing
16-Gull-like bird
50- Ocean
18- Tavern
51-Series
19- Slumber
21- Golf mound
V E R T IC A L
22- No good (abbr.)
1- An Insect (pi.)
23- To begin to grow
2- Frozen water
24- Doze
26 A measure of length S-RIght hand (abbr.)
4- lndefinite article
(abbr.)
5- Pronoun
27- Employer
6- Scar
28- Row
7- Gain
29- Motlier (short)
8- Military assistant
30- Half a score
9- Course of food
32- A fowl
1(k-Tongue*
33- Musical note
12-Llked better
35-lncite

, VERTICAL (Cont.)
13- Place to keep coal
14- Aged
16- Lair
17-Snare
19- More certain
20- Dimmer
23-A wager
25-Fasten
29-Cat cry
• |,
31- A beak
32- Cut down
34-Organ of sight
36-Grasp
38- Girl’s name
39- A rough, steep,
Jutting rock
41-Makes a mistake
43-Canvaa shelter
46-Look
46-A falsehood
48- Father (short)
49- Recordlng Secretary
(abbr.)

(Solution io Previous Puzzle)
F i.h Do Not See Welt
Both the sense of smell and the
sense of touch are more highly de
veloped in fishes than Is their sense
of sight, writes G. It. Turner in the
Kansas City Times. In fact, their
sense of sight is limited mainly to
perception of changing lights and
shadows, as evidenced by how
quickly they snap at a moving ob
ject In comparison to an object not
in motion. It Is for this reason,
reports the United States bureau of
fisheries, that the sense of smell
along with touch, plays a greater
role in the life of a fish, as far as
obtaining Its food is concerned, than
that of sight
S tar, and Stripe, in Flag
When Kentucky and Vermont
were admitted Into the Union lu
1794 the Stars and Strijies were
each increased to 15. The stars
were usually shown in three rows
of five stars each. As more and
more states were formed and sought
entrance Into the Union, it was
plain to be seen that our flag could
easily assume tremendous propor
tions. In 1818 congress voted to
restore the original stripes and to
add a new star for each state on
the Fourth of July following its ad
mission to the Union. This Is the
flag as we know it today, and as
there are 48 states In the Union,
there are 48 stars.
Old Syria
During the World war a large
part of Syria, then a part of Turkey
located in Asia Minor, was occu
pied by French troops, and at the
end of the war was mandated to
France. For governmental purposes
three divisions were made In the
territory, under the names, Leba
non, Alaouitea and Syria. Lebanon
is now a republic by that name,
while Alaouitea Is called Latakla.
Earlie.t Minted Coin.
The earliest minted coins are at
tributed to Lydia, an ancient dis
trict In Asia Minor. They were
probably minted about 700 B. C.
and were stamped bars of electrum,
an alloy of allver and gold, held
to be worth ten times a silver bar
of equal weight and three-quarters
that of a gold bar.
All Do Not Resign
Congressmen, cabinet officers and
others are not required to resign
even after they have become a nom
inee of their party. In the case of
the Presidency, It Is the custom of
the candidates to resign any gov
ernment office they may hold as the
campaign requires all of their time.

HOTEL
BELLEVUE

BEACON

The administration of all Cana
dian Indians Is carried on by the
department of Indian affulrs at Ot
tawa. Every province Is divided In
to agencies, each of which Includes
several reserves. An Indian agent
is made responsible for the welfare
of the Indians residing In his
agency. On reserves where agri
culture Is carried on, a farm In
structor promotes agricultural work
among the Indians. Each band of
Indians also has a government of
Its own elected by the members of
the band. The chief and council
lors (or headmen) are elected every
three years. Each band cannot
have more than one chief and fif
teen headmen. Two headmen are
allowed for every two hundred In
dians.
Catacomb, at Rome
The Catacombs at Rome, the sep
ulchers of the early Christians,
sometimes go five stories below the
surface of the earth.
Fire Kept Burning 200 Year.
A fire at the Warren House inn,
Dartmoor, England, has been kept
burning for more than 200 years.

STR EET

BO STO N

Ideal location on Beacon H ill,
beside the State House, and
overlooking Boston C om m on
and P ublic Gardens.

R E ST A U R A N T
a la carte and table d'hote

C lu b Breakfast
Lunch
Dinner

C A F E T E R IA
Pleasant outside location fac
ing B o w d o in an d Beacon
Streets. M od em and up-todate.
A variety o f foods
m oderately priced.
EUROPEAN PLAN RATES

Room s w ithou t bath

$2.00 Up
Room s w ith bath

$3.00 Up
Special rale, for
perm anent occupancy

Managing Canadian Indians

Colled For and Delivered

HENRIETTA
CKOS MAM <

ICOURIER-GAZETTE CR O SS-W O R D PUZZLE j

BO STO N
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P r in tin g

ia m o r e th a n

"* just putting words into type.
It it tha craation of a work of art,
ba it a simple littla announcement
or an elaborate booklet. Hanea
we taka all tha pride of an artist
in hit craft, in each job; and that
ia tha secret of tha superlative
quality of Tha Courier-Gazette
Printing.
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Mrs. Callie Morrill of Rockland
Mrs. Mary E. Winchenbaugh ac
spent Monday with Mrs. P. C. Morrill.
companied Frank Corwin, Miss Susie
Mrs. Morrill also entertained a t din
Corwin and Miss (Edith Wlncheniner Tuesday night Mrs. Mertie B.
hach of New York and Mrs. Edna
Crowley of Boston.
Turner of South Waldoboro last
The Trytohelp Club and husbands
Thursday on a motor trip to Mt.
enjoyed1 a covered dish supper Mon- 1
Vernon where they visited Mrs.
day a t the Baptist vestry with the
Winchenbaugh's cousin, Mrs. Mar
pastor, Rev. G. F. Currier as honor
garet W. Wolcott of New York city
guest, the occasion celebrating his
and Mt. Vernon.
birthday anniversary. The centerCharles Jones of Hampden was a
piece was an attractively decorated
recent guest of his sister Mrs. Gard
birthday cake and Mr. Currier was
" l REMEMBER THE OUTFIT I W AS WITH BEFORE I
ner Mank.
also presented with a gift from the
SWITCHED TO RICHFIELD-THEY MADE A FINE GASOLINE
Mr. and Mrs. Kent G. Newtoert, ac
club. Following supper games were
AND WERE DOING SWELL 'TILL THEY FELL FOR ONE OF
companied by Miss Ellie Mank, mo
enjoyed until a late hour.
THOSE HIGH PRESSURE, HOT-AND-BOTHERED ADVERTISING
tored
here
from
Portland
Sunday.
Miss
Annie
Richards
is
again
em
BUSY DAYS ARE HERE AGAIN!
Miss Mank had been their guest for
CA M PAIG N S-TH EN THEY PUMPED THE DICTIONARY DRY
ployed at the home of Dr. W. F. Hart
44
a week, and while in th a t place they
in Camden following several weiks'
AND SALES STARTED SLIPPING AT THE PUMPS - FACTS
were callers a t Frank Newbert's in
vacation.
ALWAYS D O A BETTER JO 8 THAN BALLYHOO - TAKE
ITT T L E AMERICA, ANTARCTt very fine heads and Is now doing a
West Balmouth., Miss Mank also
Mr. and Mrs. John Thompson left
RICHFIELD-ITS SALES HAVE BEEN FINE EVEN IN DEPRES
CA, Sept, 24 (via Mackay Ra dog team. Dr. Louis H. Potaka of
called on Sulo lives at the Children's
this week for Florida where they will
dio):—Work, more work and then New Zealand has an uncanny abil
SION YEARS-FIRST, BECAUSE RICHFIELD HI-OCTANE IS A
Hospital and Sulo is reported as
spend the winter. Enroute they are
still more work has been the order ity to dig up useful articles lost or
FINE PR O D U C T -Y O U K NO W IT’S AM ONG THE GROUP
looking fine and gaining slowly but
visiting relatives in New Haven, Conn,
of all the days since the sun has burled by the first Byrd expedition.
steadily.
OF GASOLINES WITH ADDED LEAD TETRAETHYL - AND
for a few days.
returned to us. If only the students The Doctor disappears In the morn
Mrs. Fred Mank returned Monday
and associates of our learned sci ing with a pick and shovel and re
SECOND, BECAUSE IT'S EVEN BETTER IN THE ENGINE
Mr. and Mrs. L. True Spear have
entists could peek In at Little turns at noon with anything from
from a visit with relatives in Bel
returned from a motor trip to Boston
THAN IT IS IN THE A D S I Jackie Cooper and Wallace Beery in “Treasure bland’
America for a day they could lift a package of darning needleB to the
fast and Bangor. Mrs. Rose Robin
, Oliver Ingraham is having a vacaRICHFIELD WANTS YOUR BUSINESS O N THE FACTS'
the romantic curtain of explora rear axle of an old tractor. The
son of Cushing is guest of her sister
After more than two years of picture, including the Alameda' tion from his duties at E. E. Ingration and perhaps smile at the scene days never lack Interest and never
Mrs. Mank.
Estuary
near
Oakland.
Calif.,
Cataham
&
Co.
preparatory work, actual filming of
presented.
lack work and at 9 o'clock each
Mr. and Mrs. Levi Bucklin and
Mrs. Albertha Larson, who has
For Instance, let me picture the night when Commander Novllle
“Treasure Island," world famous llna Island, and open sea in the
daughter Eva of South Warren were
channel and on the seaward side of been a patient at Knox Hospital, is
motley array of pioneers of the shouts "Lights Out," every one Is
recently callers on Mrs. Nellie Reever. Robert Louis Stevenson story of the island. A large assortment of old- now convalescing at the home of her
"B.EJL.," meaning
already asleep.
the "Boys After ExMrs. Edward Coombs of Portland pit ate adventure, has been complet fashioned firearms, including mus mother Mrs. Catherine Thompson In
All this goes on at a feverish
perlence." There Is ‘
is guest of Mrs. Lester Mank.
pace, not because we are being
ed and the picture will be shown kets flint pistols, and ancient brass Rockland.
Dr. Thomas
C.
driven but because we welcome
Mr. and
Mrs.
Edwin
Ler- Friday and Saturday.
cannon, with cutlasses, and dirks of
Congratulations are extend* d by
Poulter, of Iowan
the chance to get out and hustle.
mond of Newcastle were weekend j Wallace Beery in the role of Long all descriptions, were assembled for Rockport friends to Mr. and Mrs.
Wesleyan College,
But this hustling certainly makes
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Coffin, John Silver Is said to be an exact use by tire pirates.
Francis P. Dow of Augusta on the arrepairing the door
us hungry. Would you like to know
and Mrs. Lermond, Mrs. Coffin and personification of the book character;
Included in the cast with Beery and rival of a daughter Oct. 1.
on a tunnel en
what 1 bad for breakfast this morn
daughters, Maxine and Barbara and with Jackie Cooper as Jim Cooper are such notable players as j Miss Arline Ingraham is employed
trance and mutter
ing? Well, here Is my menu:
ing dire threats
called on Mrs. C. Bowers Sunday.
Hawkins, boy adventurer, the Stev Lionel Barrymore, as Billy Bones, j as clerk at the V. A. Leach store in
Tomato Juice, grape-nuts w i t h
against the next
Ralph M. Flanders of Portland was enson atmosphere of youth and the Otto Kruger. Lewis Stone, Nigel Rockland.
cream and sugar, two fried eggs
Tune in on The Adventures of Jimmie Allen
man that breaks It.
and bacon, toast, strawberry Jam
an overnight visitor Friday with his sparkle of new experience is assured. Bruce. "Chick" Sale and dozens of
There was a large attendance at
WUZ—Boston—6.00
to C.15 P. M.—Monday to Friday
Paul Slple, of Erie,
and two cups of black coffee.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. John L. Extensive locations were used in the others.—adv.
the Farm Bureau meeting Tuesday at
and Alton A. Lind
The real big excitement during
Flanders.
the home of Mrs. Karl Packard
sey, of West New
this week, was digging the big Con
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Coombs and
Rockville, and much valuable in
ton, Pa., are stag-Alton *• Llnd- dor airplane out of the snow. This
TENANTS HARBOR
V IN A LH A V E N
children of Brunswick and Mrs.
gerlng across the»*y> Biologist, of
formation was given by Home Dem PARK & V N IO N STREETS,
ROCKLAND, T E L 700
Is the machine that -Admiral Byrd
snow under a load West Newton,
Coombs’
aunt
of
Freeport
were
visit
onstration
Agent, Jessie M. Lawrence
Friends
of
Mrs.
Harry
Patterson
Intends to use for his long range
Lafayette
Carver
Corps
was
in
of garbage cans.
Penna.
on the subject, 'Re-Conditioning the [
ors Sunday a t the home of Mr. will be pleased to know she is im
explorations. This and all the other
spected Tuesday evening by Mrs.
Earl Perkins, of New Brunswlch, outdoor work Is being done with
Coombs' sister Mrs. Lester Mank.
- -proving and able to sit up a few i Euialie Valentyne of Bangor, State Wardrobe " Dinner was served at
N.
Is Industriously digging out the thermometer registering from
Mrs. Maude Butler of Boston has
noon.
!
parts
of
the
work
that
it
might
be
daughter
Mildred.
Mrs.
Sapp and two
a bag of coal while E. H. Bramhall 45 degrees to 60 degrees below
! officer. She was accompanied by
been the guest of her sister Mrs hours each day.
Mr. and Mrs. Wiley Philbrook and , more clearly understood. At the close 1children and Miss Ingred LeQrow of
and Arthur Zuhn are clearing out zero.
Mrs.
Annie
B.
Cowan
of
Hampden.
The silver tea at the heme of Mrs.
Ethel Hanna, and they enjoyed a
Mrs. Fannie Philbrook left W e d n es-sh e was presented with a gift from Portland visited Sunday with Mrs.
a shaft. Dr. Charles 0. Morgan, of
State president. Six o'clock supper
There will be a gala celebration
motor trip through Northern Maine. Charles Holbrook was a great sucday morning for Miami, F la., for an the Chapter, tire presentation being Charles Van Horn and son Adelbert.
Tulsa, Okla., Is washing dishes and
was
served
by
the
committee.
Mis.
Alfonse Carbone, our cook. Just down here next month. We are lay
j made by'W. M. Gwendolyn Buzzell.
Mrs. Doris Marshall of Back NarMr. and Mrs. Alfred Shuman, ^ ss. The proceeds will go for the Hanley Dyer, Mrs Burton Lawry, indefinite stay.
cautioned Paige to watch the bread ing plans to have some extraordi
Mr. and Mrs Charles S. Gardner. ’ Preceding the meeting supper was rows is in town caring for Mrs.
daughter Madeline and twin sons, ■benefit of the new library.
narily
big
doings
on
October
10
In
Mrs Edward McDonald. The visit
In the ovens.
Donald and Arnold of Woodfords
Robert Reid of Southwest Ha.bor ing officers were entertained while Mrs. Ada Libby and Miss Carrie 1served in the banquet hall with Mrs. George D. Smith.
It has been work of all kinds all honor of the first anniversary of
were
dinner
guests
Sunday
of
Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Luke recentCCC spent the weekend with his par in town by Mr. and Mrs. Harry Libby motored to Bath Tuesday, ac- I Cora Upham, Mrs Lillian Keller, Mrs.
day long ever since the sun ap the sailing of the Jacob Ruppert
and
Mrs.
L.
L.
Mank.
companied
by
Capt.
William
Shea
J
Amy
Miller
and
Mrs.
Lida
Champney
ly
visited Mrs. Fred Orne at Southfrom
Norfolk
on
October
12,
1933.
peared. There are meteorologists,
ents.
Wilson.
Mrs. Ruby Allen and Mrs. Grace
who was returning home after a visit in charge, assisted by Mrs. Marion In  port. They a'so visited M s. Luke's
George Grlmmlnger and William We advanced the date two days In
Marguerite Chapter, O.ES., has
Jameson were recent visitors at Mrs. 1 W. E. Sheerer attended Union fair
The world's smallest lady evan graham. Mrs Nina Carroll. Mrs. Ma mother Mrs. Elizabeth Rice.
C. Haines, filling that every hungry order to have the celebration on
last Wednesday.
• received an invitation to visit Grace gelist will preach every night at the rion Richards Mrs. Mildred Rhodes.
the
afternoon
of
the
broadcast
over
mouth of the snow melter and sur
J. O. Jameson's.
Samuel Chapman is visiting his
veyor Quin Blackburn Just offered the Columbia network on Wednes
Mrs. Clara Orff of Jefferson spent j Margaret Reid who has been clerk Chapter at Thomaston, Oet. 10. Full Gospel Mission, Rockport, dur Mrs. Susie Auspland and Miss Della parents Mr. and Mrs. Charles Chap
day,
October
10.
You
see,
when
It’s
at the store of W. E. Sheerer for the i Tho.-e planning to attend the meet- ing the special meetings which be Larson as waitresses.
to feed the cows for Edgar Cox If
man.
the weekend at T. T. Black's.
he would build a trail box for him. 2 o'clock In the afternoon here. It
past five years has ended her duties 1ing are asked to notify Mrs. Carroll gin Oct. 4.
Mrs.
Lucretia
Kaler
was
guest
last
Inspection of Crescent Chapter,
Is
10
o’clock
In
New
York,
so
our
Verily the pursuit of science Is In
there and is now attending Ballard Gregory, secretary of Marguerite
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Walker
Chamberlain
week
Tuesday
of
her
nephew
John
L.
O
.ES,
will take place Oct. 10 and all
big
doings
will
take
place
In
the
E A ST B O O T H B A Y
teresting but It certainly keeps us
afternoon, but you will hear It on
Shuman at Camp Sultsus, Back Cove Business School in Rockport. Her Chapter.
have returned to their home in Lex
Congratulations are extended to officers are requested to be present.
busy.
Ladies of the G.A.R. will hold ington. Mass., after a visit with Theo Ethel O good Fletcher, daughter of
Harry B. Bovey and Charles C. place is being taken by Ruth Clark.
Mrs. Elizabeth Seavey and Mrs.
The versatility of the men Is the regular Wednesday night Byrd
In a note to the paper. Boze enters regular meeting Friday and supper dore LaFoiley at his camp a t Hosmer Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Osgood of Parker Arthur Carver were recent guests of
Bowers were Portland visitors last
really amazing. We have manufac broadcast
Week.
, complaint of an error in his Ten- Will be served at 5.30. Committee: Pond.
tured snow glasses and a really ex If you haven’t Joined our club yet
Head and Francis Theodore Luke, Mrs. Lottie Dodge at Linekin.
cellent compass. Then because of simply send me a clearly self-ad
Albert Miller of Washington, who ant's Harbor Days article of Sept, Mi's. O. C. Lane, Mrs. Bert Smith,
Harbor Light Chapter Inspection
The Junior Bridge Club met with
son of Mr. and M s. Joseph Luke of
the extreme cold the Ink In the re dressed stamped envelope at the
has been visiting O. J. Mank has re- 29- where appears the name "Hall.' Mrs. Max Conway. Mrs. Gladys Hop
H ie annual inspection of H artor this town, who were married a t the Mrs. Robert Barlow Wednesday of
cording Instruments on the auto club’s American headquarters and
when “Wall" was written. “There kins.
Light Chapter. O.E.S., was held Tues M. E. Church parsonage toy Rev. last week. Miss Edith Dodge hold
turned home.
giro had a tendency to harden and free membership card and big
were no Halls in Gabbletown 50 Ladies Auxiliary, American Legion, day eVening with a large attendance. George Norton, Jr., Sept. 20. They ing highest honors.
Mrs.
Alfred
Davenport
of
Salem,
we made new recorders of smoked working map of Antarctica will be
Mass., and Miss Virginia Carleton of years ago." he adds, "but the place will hold their installation tonight, Ivy Chapter of Warren was present were attended by Mrs. Robert BarCharles Hyson spent last weekend
materials on which the pens sent you. Address Arthur Abele,
Arlington, Mass., have been guests was full of W ails’’ The pape's Thursday, at Brady Bray's bunga- I by special invitation. Other chap ers low sister of the bride.
with his family on School street.
ecratch a white mark.
J r , President LJttle America Avia
error, not our valued contributor's.— low.
The sail maker Is a good tailor tion an dExploratlon Club, Hotel
at the home of F. M. Johnson.
represented were Orient of Union
Miss Elizabeth Goudy has returned
Mrs. Ida Dodge has resumed her
and makes trousers, shirts and par Lexington, 48th Street and Lexing
William L. Smith of Portland was Ed.
home after witnessing the cup races
Fon-du-lac of Washington. F o rg e t-! duties at Muri ay Hill.
Ocean
Bound
Rebekah
Lodge
will
kas. Lewlsohn has modeled some ton Avenue, New York, N. Y.
overnight guest last Thursday of Mr.
Puritan Rebekah Lodge held its install officers tonight. DD.P. Villa me-not of South Thomaston. St aside
Mr. and Mrs. George D. Smith off Newport. R. I
regular meeting Thursday, and re Citlderwoad will conduct the work j of Camden and Golden Rod of Rock are receiving congratulations on the
and Mrs. J. L. Flanders.
Mr. and Mrs. (Alibi rt Barlow of
Miss Arlene Jones of Unity Is elected these officers; M argaiet Reid, assisted by Addle Bucklin, marshal. land.
Oakland passed last weekend with
birth
of
a
ten
pound
son
Sept.
22.
their
daughter
Mrs.
Fred
Stokes.
Mr.
R A Z O R V IL L E
Ellsworth Spear and friend of his parents Mr. and Mrs. Harvey
Morse leaves "his widow Mrs. Mary visiting her au n t Mrs. Gardner noble grand; Mary Monaghan, vice Supper will be served after the cere- 1 The work of the Order was ex
grand; Norma Hawkins, recording monies. The district deputy presi emplified with Mrs. Beulah Blakely Swampscott, Mass., were recent Barlow.
Mrs. Edna Brann spent the week iUlmer) Morse, son Herbert of Mank.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Wilson have secretary; Mabel Wilson, financial dent ar.d marshal installed at Ston- J and Mrs. Cornelia McDonald as sub guests of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Alaska, daughters Mrs. Della Saund
end at Coopers Mills.
stitute candidates and the manner in Spear.
When Mrs. Mihaiy Kantor heated
Mrs. llda Russell, Mrs. Carrio ers and Mrs. Stokes of Reading, Mrs returned home from Hollis Center secretary; Josie Conary, treasurer; ington Monday night.
which the officers filled their stations
There will be a Junior Guild meet her cold clay stove a t Lepscny, Hun
Smith and children and Mrs. Mertie John H. Bates of East Rochester, N. H. where Mr. Wilson has been em trustees, P. Kerswell, E. Torrey and
Mrs. Preston Ames was in Rock
was highly complimented by the in ing Oet. 8 a t the home of Mrs. Ev- gary yowls emanated. Out leaped
A'Jbert Slingsby. Installation will
Fountain were callers Sunday on Mrs. Maude Berry of Rockland, also ployed.
land Tuesday to meet friends who i
Mr. and Mrs. M- S. Susi of Rock take place Oet. 8 and will be private
specting officer D.D.G.M.Carrie Sm ith I erett Barlow.
her angora cat, ablaze. The feline
Mrs. Carrie Clark and other friends. several grandchildren and great
are returning to Hollywood, Calif.
Interment was in land, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Wentworth, All members are (requested to be
of Warren. Mrs. Smith In her reDance in the C. U. hall Oct. 8 fire-ball raced into the living room,
Mrs. Minnie Savage spent S atur grandchildren.
Mrs. Frank Rogers entertained at marks also made helpful suggestions ' Music by Riley's Orchestra.
Miss Bertha Wentworth of Lincoln present. District Deputy President
set the curtains afire, and burned the
day with Edith Overlock and the Reading.
a
tacking bee Tuesday at the i and gave demonstrations of certain I Mr. and Mrs. Charles Maloney, house down.
Eli
Maloney
visited
relatives
in
ville
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Reynolds
of
Villa Calderwood of Vinalhaven will
time pleasantly passed in reminiscen
"shoe.”
Thomaston a few days last week.
Boston were recent callers at T. T. Install.
ces of bygone days.
Miss Muriel Chilles was a Rock- ;
Mrs.
H
attie
Ames
is
slowly
recoverBlack's.
During the recent heavy thunder
Capt. and Mrs. Edward Gamage of
Mr. and Mrs. Emery D. Mank of Damariscove Island were recently land visitor Tuesday.
storm lightning struck in several in* from a recent iUness at the home
Quincy. Mass., were weekend guests | callers at Mrs. Niles Cameron's.
Mr. and Mis. Vinal Hopkins enter
places in town, telephones receiving, of her "on T«on
N. J. Peck and William T. Andrews at the home of his brother James
tained Monday at a lobster su p p er,;
the principal damages.
Mr. and Mrs. Freeman Roberts. Mr.
Grange Sunday was oberved at the have returned to their respective Mank, enroute to New Brunswick.
DEER ISLE
Mr. and Mrs. William Johnstone of
and Mrs. Joseph Kittredge. Mr. and
church and those assembled listened homes in Woodbridge and Orange.
Worcester, Mass., were callers at L.
Mrs. I. W . Fifleld, Mr. and Mrs. E.
to an able discourse from Pastor Conn.
Mis. Giace Pickering returned re
Miss Ella Maloney is visiting her I. Mank's Friday.
M Hall and Reel Caiderwcod. Cards
Chapman.
Mrs. Lester Mank spent the week cently from a visit with friends in featured the evening's entertain
Winfield Savage and family of brother Amasa for an indefinite tthie.
Several
from
this
place
attended
end
with her parents Mr. and Mrs. Sunshine
ment.
Gardner. Mass., attended Union Fair
Mr. and Mis. George Brown re
George Coombs In Brunswick, also
loon Arey was in Rockland Tues
and visited briefly with friends iq Union F air last week.
Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Maloney who visited Mrs. Edward Coombs in turned Saturday to Rowayton, Conn . day.
this vicinity.
after spending a vacation in town The Washington Club, the C.C.'s ar.d |
have been visitors at the home of Portland.
Ralph Hibbert went Thursday
They
were accompanied by their son the 4 A's were entertained Tuesday
their
daughter
Mrs.
Burgess
Simmons
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Robinson of
Middletown, Conn., where he has'
In Friendship, have returned home.
Portland and Mrs. Chester Winchen- Howard who has been passing the at Sea-All by Mrs. E. G. Carver.
employment.
B B. Robinson has had a marker bach and son of West Waldoboro summer with his grandparents, Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Clabom Stickney of
Mrs. Edith Abel who has been the
Liberty are moving into the Emery placed on his lot in Norton cemetery were recently callers at L. L. Mank’s. and Mrs. Howard Pierce.
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Bun
Judge William C. Hitz and son ker. and Mrs. Ada Williams a guest
The Social Club last Thursday met
Turner house at the Corner for the by Olldden Co. of Waldoboro.
with Mrs. Florence Flanders, and Billie left Wednesday for Washing of Mrs. H. W. Fifleld, returned T ues
winter.
members and guests numbering 27 ton, D. C.
Ixvslie Savage was a recent visitor
FR IE N D SH IP
day to their home in North Sulli
we e present. Mrs. Hilda Miller was
A successful supper was held by the van.
a t Fred Jones'.
The Methodist Sunday School will lecturer. The program included an Church Aid at the hall in Sunset
L. W. Sanborn and A. A. Peter
hold a social a t the vestry Oct. 5. "M. W." contest which afforded Thursday of last week.
son were Rockland visitors Tues
C U SH IN G
Games and puzzles will be the form much amusement, Mrs. Georgia
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Schroeder closed day.
Mr. and Mra F I Geyer are visit of entertainm ent and lefreshments Mank winning highest honors; piano Bay View Inn last week Tuesday and
John Rcbinson of Worcester Is
ing this week a t the home of her will be served by Mrs. Lewis Sunday duet by Mrs. Flanders and Miss Celt that day for Brighton. Mas,-. guest of Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Jo h n 
sister Mrs. Clifford Shuman in School class. There will be a small Marion Flanders; readings, M s. Accompanying them was Miss Kate son.
charge.
Medomak.
Flossie Mank and Mrs. Georgia u. Sylvester who will remain with
Marguerite Chapter. O.EB., will be
By LESLIE L. STEVENS
Rev. and Mrs. Albert N utter of Mank; and a contest by Mrs. Thelma them during the winter.
A few of the women in this vicinity
inspected Oct. 15 by D.D Carrie
A LONG with the Labor Day ex
met at the home of Mrs. Edith Pwie Lynn. Mass., were calling on friends Borneman, with Mrs. Gladys Bar
Miss Ruby Sylvester is attending Smith of Warren. Grand Worthy
citement involving strikes,
last Thursday and formed a neigh In th is 'place Monday. Rev. Mr.l ton winning. The next meeting will Castine Normal School.
Matron Gladyse Rogers Walker of
horse racing, yacht racing, baseball
borly mending club whinh plans to Nutter was formerly pastor of the be held with Mrs. Leavitt Mank
and other sports, a remarkable
Several young men from this place Auburn will be present. Six o'clock
convene each Thursday evening with Methodist Church.
Oct. 4.
upper w"' precede the ceremonies.
feat of automobile racing was ac
are
seeking
employment
in
Milli
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Winchenpaw mo
one of its members. Mrs. Levi Ulmer
compllshed that day. Two dare
Mrs. Rebecca Arey is chairman.
nocket.
,
will entertain this week. Any woman tored Sunday to Farmington where
devils of the speedway smashed
Dr. Stratton will be at his Vinal
Murray
Forsythe
has
been
confined
who so desires is cordially invited to they visited their daughter Elizabeth
two former marks In negotiating
haven
office
from
2.30
Saturday.
Oct.
to his home by a severe cold.
the hardest and most perilous of all
who is a student at the Normal
Use Juniper Oil. Buchu
Join this club.
6
until
the
departure
of
the
plane
Leaves, Etc.
tests of automobile speed and stur
Mrs. Lucy C. Bruce left Wednesday
Mr and Mrs. M. F. McFarland and School.
Monday morning.—adv.
dlness, the annual Pike's Peak
If you are bothered getting up nights, for New York City. Mrs. Helen AnniiThelma Prior was guest Sunday of
son Stanton of New Harbor were
burning, leg pains, backache, make this
climb. It Is a test calling for the
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. B. S. Mrs. Melvin Lawry.
25c test Flush out the excess acids and who had been employed by her this
utmost stresses on the car itself,
waste
m
atter
th
at
cause
Irritation
Oet
VINALHAVEN
&
ROCKLAND
STR.
CO.
summer,
has
returned
to
Rockland.
Geyer.
Its equipment and especially Its lu considered virtually unbeatable are, each succeeding year finds
Juniper oil, extract buchu leaves, etc., In
tiic to Vinalhaven, North llavrn.
green tablets called BUKETS, the blad
Word has been received here of
when made two years ago And a them and their accessories a little
Mrs. Burton Brown and Mrs Laura
Stonington, Isle an Ha nt, Swan’s
brlcatlon.
A P P L E T O N R ID G E
der laxative. After four days If not sa t
Ivland and Frenehboro
the death of William Morse in Read
Louis Unser, of Colorado Springs, few minutes later Huss Hammond, better In some scientific particu
isfied any druggist will return your 25c Haskell returned Saturday from Batli
Effective Sept. 15, 1931
Drug Store. Charles W Sheldon, where she has been visiting relatives.
driving his Shultz Special, using of Colorado Springs, driving a Ford lar. Oil is one of the most Impor
ing. Mass., where with Mrs. Morse he
Mrs. Adella Martin has 'been Corner
Druggist. C. H. Moor <fc Co.
(Subject to Change Without Notice)
Veedol motor oil and the most mod V-8 and also using Veedol, broke tant factors In the Pike's Peak Hill
had been residing since last fall with spending a few days with her daugh
Miss Edna Stinson of South Dec
Eastern Standard Time
ern developments In tires and other the stock car record by making Climb. To the past year’s Improve
Read Up
ter Mrs. Ella McLaughlin.
Isle was weekend guest of her grand Read Down
Tuesday. Dally
Dally, Tuesday
s .•!•<•.• sorles, plunged up the steep this hazardous and difficult course ment In lubricants for automobile
parents Mr. and Mrs. George M Thursday. Ex.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Plummer
Ex. Thursday
ascent And finished the twelve mile In 19 minutes, 25 7/10 seconds The motors can he attributed a large
Why suffer tortures from Rheuma
aturdays.
Bundays
Sundays.
Saturdays
Dodge.
tism, Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscular
were Saturday evening visitors with
22'iO-foot course In 16 minutes former record, made last year by Al part of the Increased speeds and
A
M
P
M
A
M.
P
M.
Lameness, Sprains and Bruises when
4 30. 1.30 Lv. Rockland
Ar 9 CO. 5.30
Rodney
Dunham
was
a
recent
visit
Mr.
and
Mrs.
W.
M.
Newbert.
1 X'10 seconds, thus lowering the Miller, was 20 minutes 5 2/10 sec greater stamina of modern care
METHYL BALM
2 45 Lv. Vinalhaven
8 15
which enabled Uuser and Ham
will bring almost instant relief?
v
funnel record for open class cars onds.
or in town. He was called by the 5 15- 3.30 Lv. North Haven
Lawrence Moody was weekend
7 25. 4.20
JOHNSTON S DRUG STORE
muddy-looking, blotchy and illness of his wife to Brewer from 7 05. 4.40 Lv. Stonington
6 25. 3 10
The race was significant In more mond to wlu two of the most cov
held b> Glenn Shultz by more than
guest of Richard Moody in Camden.
373 Main St., opposite Knox County
6.00 Lv. Swan’s Tsland
5.30. 2 00*
red—relieved and improved Saranac Lake where he has had em 8•15.Discontinued
45 seconds. Shultz's mark was 16 ways than one. No matter how fast eted tAiphlea lu the automobile
Trust Co., Rockland
September 29, 1934.
Ruth Moody is in Camden at the
Sent Post Paid on receipt of price
with
safe,
medicated
Resinol.
B.
H.
STINSON,
Agent.
minutes, 47 6/10 seconds and was anil how well built automobile* world.
50 cents
18-Th-tf
ployment during the summer.
home of Dr. Apollonio.
113-tf

n

RICHFIELD k i-o c ta n e
G A S O L IN E

ROCKLAND GARAGE CO.

LAX THE BLADDER

U n s ig h tly
C o m p le x io n s

Every-Other-Day
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TWO NORMAL SCHOOLS

THOM ASTON

B U R N I N G OIL
FOR RANGES—
IT S C L E A N - N O T
S M O K Y OR S M U D G Y !

W AR R EN

In E verybody’s C olum n

:

FOR SALE

:

Advertisements in this column not to
St. John's Woman's Auxiliary meets
Several young friends enjoyed a exceed
Finance Commlnslon Thinks They
three lines Inserted once for 25
tonight with Mrs. Franklin. The
W o u ld Be Enough For State of party Tuesday afternoon a t the home cente. three times lor 50 cents. Addi
tional lines five cents each tor one time.
officers will kindly take their records :
of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Marr, given 10 cents for three times. Six words WILL SELL 100 bushels McIntosh Red
Maine
apples 81.25 per bushel. 35c per peek.
an d all are requested to take their
in honor of the third birthday of make a line.
20c one-half peck At this price until
sold,
one bushel to a customer. Bring
work. The services at St. John's
Maine normal schools, which are their daughter Barbara, who re
containers. McIntosh elder, swoet and
Church Sunday will be: 9 a. m., holy
ceived
many
nice
gifts,
and
a
candle
delicious.
35c per gallon, bring Jug. Sale
poorly equipped, and in some cases
I
begins Thursday Oct. 4 a t 1 o'clock. Cash
eucharist; directly following this 1
staffed by faculties which ore insuffi decorated birthday cake. Ice cream, ♦
‘
a u w a a x w s s v , and carry. APPLE STORE. 564 Main St.
service the children meet for church j
ciently prepared, have discontinued cake, candy and fancy ccokies were l | * * * * « » * « » * * « * « E I _______________________________118-120
DRY undercover beech hardwood, cord
school: 7.30 p. m.. sacred concert fol- |
preparing teachers for secondary served, and games were played.
SEPT 25 found a big yellow dog with $9-$10 fitted. All kinds of trucking.
lowed by devotions and a reception
HASKELL
BROS Tel 29-M
117*119
rchool positions, the Maine Public Children present included Dorothy. gray tall No collar. MRS. WILLIAM
1>e*r Hl11'
UE-120
145 R I RED pullets, starting to lay
in the parish hall. The soloists will
School Finance Commission an  Simmons. Ruth S tarrett, Ann Nor-1
RED SKIFF lost from Owl's Head har for sale. One good work horse, weight
be announced Saturday.
nounced in a release of Chapter Five wood. George Robinson. Jean Camp bor. Sept. 24. Finder please notify 1500 Also one pair Durham steers. 3MURDICK CRAMER. Wash
The ladies of St. John's Church |
of its report on Maine school condi bell, Sherman Simmons, Constance CHESTER PHILBROOK Owls Head117*118 years-otd
ington. Me Tel. 6-2
119-121
here’s eco no m yare to serve one of their popular ;
tions. The complete report follows: Jenkins. Raymond Jenkins, Arthur
GLENWOOD range, grey enamel, In
perfect condition. Also Pyrofax gas
suppers Saturday a t 6 p. m.
The Maine normal schools now Jenkins. Christine Jones. Joyce Halliin large measure!
cabinet. These are bargains Two roll
At the annual meeting of the Ken- ,
train teachers only for work in the gan. James Halligan, Adelbert Nor- J* ————————————» — top desks and one upright piano at very
W arm th ju st w h ere you
low prices STONINGTON FURNITURE
nebec-Penobscot Clertcus held yes- i
elementary field, except in manual wood. Marie Marr. Dorothy Marr J I
WANTFI"!
CO. Tel. 980. Rockland
115-tf
w an t it. A m p le for a big
Harold
Marr,
Kathleen
j
I
™
1
?
terday at Christ Church, Gardiner, I
arts and home economics, w-here they Henry ManCARS for sale to settle an e sta te room or for a sm all a p art
priced attractively for Immediate sale.
Fr. Franklin was re-elected presi
train for the high school as well.
Marr, Walter Marr and B arb ara1
Nssh 1933 Ambassador Sedan. Rolls
m en t.
EXTRA H Slf wanted on our sales Royce Sedan. 1931 Ford Beach or Station
It would be a duplication of effort Marr.
dent of the group. Fr. Berger of
Lynn has developed a "duo-travel"
force In city and nearby towns to sell Wagon Ail cars In perfect condition.
for the normal schools to undertake
Camden was elected secretary and j
116-tf
heating unit which drrulalrt heat,
Mr. and Mrs. George W. Walker ladles' and m e n 's furnishings. Write or Apply FIREPROOF GARAGE.
rail MAINE SPECIALTY C O . 481 Main
and thus assures adequate warmth
secondary training, since this field is have closed their cottage, Galashiels, St
treasurer. After the official business j
TWO ESSEX cars, both first class con
.
City.
118*120
dition Reason for selling, going away
(or little money
well taken care of by the three en at Martin's Point, Friendship, and
of the meeting the time was devoted j
SITUATION as housekeeper In widow for winter. Priced right. Apply SHEL
Style enters the home with the
dowed colleges and the University of are occupying their home here for er’s family, by neat and capable woman. DON'S FILLING STATION. Warren, Me.
to speeches, presentation of gift and
Good cook
MRS ROBINSON. 16A
114-tf
Lynn Heat Circulator. Beauty,
Maine.
farewells to Fr. Sweetser who is
Mountain S t . Camden.
Me
U8*lt
the winter.
_______________
too, with its modern finish—black,
THE L. E GRIFFIN nouse at 25 James
The normal school problems in ele
,,
_
_ __
, _
_ I POSITION wanted by middle-aged St.. Rockland for sale. Hardwood floors,
leaving this diocese to become curate
porcelain enamel and chromium.
Mrs. Bertha Spear is spendJlg a woman, caring for Invalid or doing
lights, large lot. Priced right.
mentary teacher preparation lie in few days with her mother Mrs. Grace i iwiusework. Write R s. w . ow i^ HeacL electric
of Church of the Advent, Boston.
But the beauty of the CircnlHtor
Apply to M M. GRIFFIN, Rockland. Me
28-tf
is more than “skin deep” There’s
the following:
Some of the guests made a pilgrim
Wotten in Thomaston
beauty of performance, too, be
MAN wanted for Rawlelgh Route of
75 ACRE FARM In Union tor sale.
The faculties are insufficiently pre
age to the House of the Good Shep
families. Write Immediately. RAW- good buildings. 8700, easy terms V. F.
cause. internally, the Circulator is
Members of the Woman's Club are 800
LEIOH, Dept. MEJ-40-6A. Albany. N Y STUDLEY. 283 Main St. Tel. 1154.
pared. Too many on the staffs are
herd as special guests of Sister Mar
the Lynn Double Range Oil Burner
119*Th-128
reminded
of
the
October
meeting
' — so dependable thai you adjust
the product of the local normal
garet Mary. The next meeting of
TWO BOARDERS and lodger-, wanted
WHEN you are planning to sell your
it, light it, and forget it! Phone
this evening, Thursday, a t the Town Modern
schools
alone.
The
salaries
are
veryhome, good board. Apply 119 chickens and fowl, call I'itfrn t ED
the Clericus will be held at St. Mark's
for a demonstration.
LIMEROCK
ST
117-119
WARDS
Tel. 806-J, Rockland.
118-tf
hall
a
t
7.30.
Hostesses
will
be
Mrs.
low compared with those in state col
Church, Augusta.
phase e
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times.
Evelyn Robinson and Mrs. Flora
leges
thioughout
the
country.
They
The Men s Community Club will j
tor wanted. W M LITTLE Tel 532 Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO.
McLoon Sales & Service
117-119 ______________
118-tf
have no systematic leave of absence Peabody. There is m u:h business Rockland.
hold its first meeting of the season
21 Limerock SL.
Rockland
ELDERLY persons or seml-lnvallds to
to
come
before
the
meeting
and
»
OLD GROW rri dry hard wood for sale
with
pay.
no
mandatory
retirement.
TeL 730
in the Congregational vestry Tues
care for at my home. Best of care, lai
Junks, large or small.
89.50
airy, front room, steam heat TEL 679
Fitted coarse or fine.
10 00
679-M
The amount spent for libraries is large attendance is desired.
day. Oct. 9. Supper at 6 o'clock.
• • • •
after 5 o'clock
116.
116-12^White birch for fireplace. 9 00
very
sm all—J percent.
M E A T
WALTER SPEAR 236 Rankin St.
The speaker for the evening will be
Y N N C IR C U L A T O R
Mail schedule effective last Mon
Tel 962-R
While the buildings seem adequate,
Frank A. Winslow, and his subject
FOR SALE—It pays to travel. Come
day
is as follows Mails leave, a t 8 the red side and Roger Teague,
the equipment is only moderate.
"Sixteen Years Afterwards."
to
the
home
of
"More For Less" for real
Practice teaching facilities are dis a. m. for the west; at 9.20 a. m. for captain for the green side; Rev. How bargains and savings this week and
■• • •
every
week.
Presto
heavy Preserve Jars.
tinctly limited, due to the fact that the east; 1.15 p. m. for east ar.d west; ard A. Welch will act as referee; Mrs. lnts 83c dog., quarts 93c doz. 2-qts
TH E OCTOBER VO X
Mrs Merle W hittier and daugh
Grace
WyUie.
coach;
Miss
Annie
Star
133 doz Jar rings. 6 dozen for 25c.
the schools are widely scattered. and 5.10 for east and west. Mails
Pure cider vinegar 19c gallon Brown
ter Irene of Whitefield are visiting
Tells
of
A
chievem
ents
of
Pupils upon whom to practice are not arrive from east and west 8.45 a. m.; rett. time keeper. Points for either Sugar 10 lbs 50c. Salt Pork 3-4 lb.
Mr. and Mrs. Ferdinand Day.
strips.
15c lb. Motor Oil. 2 gal. can 93c.
side
will
be
reckoned
on
attendance,
west at 10.15 a. m.; and east and
Casco Paints all colors, rcg. 8275 per
Prison Ball T eam — Prison available in sufficient numbers.
The opening meeting of the Bap
collection
and
new
members.
west
at
3.15
p.
m.
gal
value,
at 8179 per gallon. Roll
The annual student load for the
Roofing, 8125 per roll Dlrlgo Roof
tist Ladies Circle Wednesday was
Population 273
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Fuller and I Mrs. Annie Davis is quite 111.
near future would be 1600. for even
Paint, gallon can 81 25. 5 gal can. 81 15
marked by a good attendance and
gal. Stovers Forcing Egg Mash, 8225
at best, the normal schools would be son Samuel of Belfast spent the
There were 35 from Ivy Chapter bag. More For Less Egg Mash, with
From the current issue of Vox, the
tables well filled with guests. Warexpected to supply only 450 new weekend with Mrs. Amy Fuller.
present a t the inspection of Harbor ; ^Nopco
7 ^ XX
1 — ----- , i '^ ’ bagF‘ n!ncy
d?n Thurston of the Maine State Maine state Prison newspaper it is
teachers
a
year.
Mr
and
Mrs.
Leonard
Cousins
had
.
Light
Chapter,
O.EB.,
a
t
Rockport
■
,
Molasses.
83c gal Armour's Milk. 3 cans
Prison gave a half hour talk on learned that there were 14 commit- j
Pea Beans. 75c peck Schutz Beer.
The most desirable size of a nor as weekend guest Almon Cousins of Tuesday evening. Mrs. Carrie R. I18c.dozen
carton.
8175 Fine Granulated
prison affairs, stressing the lack of ments to the institution last month,
85 08 per 100 lbs . 25 lb bag 8131.
mal school, for low student cost, is Whitinsville. Mass.
Smith, D.D.G M.. of Warren, In 6uear.
Stover's Pride Flour. 81 15 bag 88 90
sufficient cells. The young m u th a t two were discharged and nine
Miss Bertha Teague who was at j spected.
between 600 and 1000 students. The
bbl White Rose Family Flour. 99c hag.
sicians. the two Sevons and Tabbutt, paroled; that two parole violators
87 85 bbl
Rolled Oats. 5 lbs. 25c.
State of Maine then, does not require Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Teague's for the I A huge bull moose was seen Tues- Oranulated
Meal. 10 lbs. 39c Our
were very entertaining. The officers were returned, and th a t the total
prices
are
lowest
and our quality high
its five normal schools. Two would summer. returned Tuesday to san- day forenoon at Warren Highlands,
of the circle for the coming year are population Sept. 29 was 273.
est We buy carload lots and sell them
be enough.
direct
to
you.
No
middlemen It pays
ford where she will spend the win- Just beyond the Grange hall, by Ben
Baseball results during the latter
Mrs. susie Newbert. president; Mrs.
travel Warehouse hours—Open dally
T he training school a t Fort Kent ter with her sister Mrs. Jennie Jamin Harding and Raymond Little- to
until 6 p. m , Saturday evenings until 9
James E. Creighton, vice president; . end of the season were: Varsity
P m
Deliveries anywhere wanted.
| hale.
] (Prison team! 14. St. Dominic 13; should be maintained for the pres Clark.
Mrs. Louise Brown, secretary.
8TOVER FEED MFG CO . on track at 86
ent.
But ultimately prospective
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Clarence
Benner
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
S
A.
W
atts
spent
sevPark
St
Tel. 1200
118-120
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Clark. Miss j Varsity 16. Lisbon 13. Varsity 6.
teachers for this area should attend son Richard of Waldoboro recently oral days last week in Boston.
Ella Tolman. Mrs. Sadie Leach of Thomaston 5; Varsity 21. East Au- the normal schools for further
visited relatives in town.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Spear enRockland and Flora Barnard of : burn 7; Varsity 19. East Auburn 5 preparation.
»
tertaned
a t dinner last Sunday Mr.
«
Camden, motored tq Fort Kent S un Prom which it will be seen that
Modification should be made in the
A chimney fire a t Nelson Moore's and Mrs. Lyman Randall, Mr. and
«
day returning Tuesday. A delightful Warden ’Hiurston’s charges must certification of teachers (page 301.
caused some excitement Monday Mrs. Lavon Godfrey of South Thom
' BI
have had a pretty strong outfit.
trip is reported.
T he educational and economic level forenoon. No damage.
EIGHT room tenem ent to let. with
aston and Mr. and Mrs. Frank Kers• • • •
Orient Lodge had its annual in- '
modern conveniences. Rt II Union St.
of th e faculties should be raised.
Mrs. Willard Hall has been guest well of Bt. George.
These
local
items
appear:
Apply to BENJAMIN MILLER. 26 Ranspection Tuesday evening, with 150 Practice facilities should be ex of her father Rev. T. Arthur Whita- I
kln St Phone 692-M.
118-tf
____________
Many of the visitors entering the
attending. Leroy Chatto of Rock
SIX ROOM house on Oak St., all mod
tended.
ker
in
Boston,
and
is
now
visiting
Inside
parking
for
your
car
day
or
prison
this
summer
have
been
ern to let Apply ALBERT S. PETER
land was inspecting officer. A large
Differentiated curricula are sug friends in Newton Centre.
118-tf
evening. 25c Fireproof Oarage. Rock- SON. Fuller-Cobb-Davis.
number attended the excellent sup I noticed as they stopped to admire gested
FURNISHED
heated
room
with
toilet
There
was
a
white
frost
Tuesday
land.
117-tf
I and comment upon the gardens that 1
and lavatory. Inquire 125 CAMDEN ST
per served at 6 o'clock.
«
--------■
■ ■ .--a morning, and thermometers regis
Tel. 177-R,______
119-121
I
are
a
profusion
of
color
and
beauty,1
Mrs. Evelyn White of Rockland
weeks in town guest of relatives and tered 28 degrees a t 5 a. m.
apartments, an mooern, tour
called cn Mrs. Clifford Clark this much interest has been taken in the friends has returned to Hazardville
room*. Apply a t CAMDEN
ROCK.
Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Gray had as
LAND WATER CO Tel 634______ 118-tf
border
of
flowers
that
surround
all
j
week.
Conn.
guests
last
Sunday
Cleveland
Butler
:
’
FTVE
ROOM
upstairs
tenement
FlorMrs. Aletha Thompson is visiting the lawns. Our gardener tells me j Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Hunnewell of
| enoe St Place to let. cellar and shed.
of Portland, Mr. and Mrs. Neil Gray i
811.50
per
month,
water
paid
HERBERT
that
the
border
has
been
the
subher cousin Mrs. Ella Morton in
1 BARTER Call 611-W_________ 119-tf
[ ject of many requests for seed, that I North Anson have been In town a few and daughter Helen of Gardiner, I
Friendship.
days.
! THREE or lour furnished or unfurand Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Newbert of [
just
goes
to
show
th
a
t
everything
is
j
Mrs. Lettie Hyler is the guest of
; nlshed rooms to let. furnace, bath, lights.
admired that is worthy of notice,! Mrs. Lillian Gilchrist, who passed Augusta Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Gray
gas, garage, at 136 TALBOT AVE 116-tf
her brother Adrlbert Grafton in
I perhaps we are fortunate to have a Ithe summer with her sister Mrs of Northwood Ridge, N. H., were also
) MY HOME to let. with or without
Friendship.
1 lease, all modern, steam heat, (oil burnIda Achorn, has returned to Spring- visitors there and are remaining
rent re*-sonable. Apply on premises.
Alfonco Hathorn has broken camp man who understands the art of J
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
A.
P.
Gray
for
MRS. J, D. AKERS, 138 Limerock St
field
Mass.
in Cushing ar.d gone into winter raising good flowers. From the re- j
I
________________________________
119-tf
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Boggs have the week.
marks heard in the gardeners shack
quarters ot: Wadsworth street.
FIVE ROOM apartm ent, comfortably
Forty-five
members
of
the
B
ap
tist,
furnished to let: oil heat. Apply 21
Mrs. Bernice Jackson and Mrs it would not be surprising if we often been in Lewiston. Mrs Ida Winchen
I TALBOT AVE Tel 8-R
119-121
Church school were promoted to highMary Rogers of Rockland called or. saw full bloomed flowers this win bach and Miss Gertrude Winchenbach
SOUTHERN TENEMENT of the Emma
of Scuth Waldoboro have been at er grades at Rally Day exercises Sun
ter.
I
can
certainly
say
that
he
in
Mrs. Herbert Newbert Wednesday
F. Crockett residence at 232 Main St. to
let. Apply evenings.
119-tf
tends to produce even greater of Souh Waldoboro have been at day. and received their diplomas. The .
afternoon.
special exercises in each department
their
home
during
their
absence
|
beauty
when
next
summer
arrives.
AT
22
Crescent
St
.
seven
room
house,
Mrs. Lucy Sillery has returned
toilet and llghtR 812 per month. Water
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Becker and son included songs, memory verses and a
free TEL 1162-R______________118*120
from a visit to Miss Edith Newhall
Still suspicious of every truck load William of Portland recently spent a resume of the work of the previous j
and other friends in Portland.
'
o
WANT a good rent cheap?
of vegetables passing in the direc few days with Mr and Mrs. W. C. quarter. In the intermediate depart-I
, See FRED A THORNDIKE. 14 Maple St.
Mrs. Theodore McLain and daugh
119-tf
tion of the canning plant and wish Flint.
ment there were several readings on
ter Pauline are leaving Saturday for
SINGLE HOUSE of five rooms and
ing to prevent any news slipping
Rally
Day.
Roger
Teague
favored
Mrs. A. L. Shorey. president of the
bath, garage at 21 Linden St. Tel 433-R
Mcdomak to be with Mr McLain for
through for some one else to scoop,
The Red and ,
64 MECHANIC ST
118*120
Waldoboro Woman's Club. Mrs. W. with a tenor solo.
a week.
: Green contest will start Sunday, with j
I wander down and do a little in
FURNISHED APT., to let. four rooms,
O. Labe, secretary, Mrs. W H. Crow
sun porch and toilet, side door
16
J Miss Marguerite Simmons, captain for j
vestigating quite often. I expect to
KNOX S T ._________
H7M19
ell, Mrs. Earle Spear, Mrs. John Red
The World Wid? Guild has appoint be busy some day soon and have to
man, Mrs. Kelsey Lash. Mrs. Louise
MODERN tenem ent at 157 Talbot Ave
ed the following committees to act depend upon the rumors for news
Tel 568-W. OVERNESS SARKESIAN
Miller. Mrs. Theresa Shuman and
for the guild at the missionary rally of the arrival of tomatces at the
Mrs. C. B. Stahl were in Damariscotta
FOUR to six rooms, unfurnished.
to be held a t the Baptist Church plant, but the tomatoes will scon be
Tuesday and served a t the Lincoln
Delco heat. garage. garden. MISS
Oct. 10: Olive Rowell registration, there and also upon the table.
ANNIE FRYE. 14 Summer St
117-tf
Home booth at the fair.
Mari? Clark, Leah Tillson, Estelle
FOUR room furnished apartment to
Mrs.
Bertha
Cleveland
and
daugh
let. Bath, all. modern improvements.
We wish to thank those news
Mcore and Hester Foster, decorations.
Inquire 12 ELM ST
118*120
te r Mrs. Fannie Weislander of Port- j
Near Hotel Rockland
Foot of Park Street
Mr. and Mrs. John Walker of papers that found something worth
land have been at th eir home in this
THe SHEPHERD house to let. 14
North Weymouth, Mr and Mrs Al their mention in the columns of our
Berkeley St Apply to MRS A E SHEP
place.
HERD. 23 Myrtle St., or A. S BAKER.
bert Porter and son of Quincy, Mass., small paper, having but a small
406 Main St.
116-tf
Philip Weston and Moody Barnes
amount
of
type
and
furniture
It
is
who are guest of Mrs. May Wil
of Damariscotta are on a motor trip
»z)yE,ARE
leavln*
Oct
12
for
six
months.
liams visited in Waldoboro T hurs som etim e quite difficult to be as
Will let my house furnished, hot water
to Oklahoma and will attend the
heat. bath, electric lights and gas. J. F.
good as we ourselves wish but we
day.
*
COOPER.
156 Limerock St.
118-120
World's Fair at Chicago.
The Pentecostal Church asks foe are always hoping th at a good Sa
TWO MODERN six room tenements to
Officers of Good Luck Rebekah
let. 52-52*2 Summer St Central loca
donations of clbthing for men, maritan will some day find us out Lodge for the ensuing year are Mrs
tion
Apply MRS. A C. McLOON. 33
women and children. Anything, new and rectify our needs.
Grove St Tel 253-M, City
116-121
Bertha
Moody,
noble
grand;
Miss
•
•
•
•
or second hand, will be acceptable.
APARTMENT of seven rooms, bath,
Dorothy Hiscock. vice grand; Mrs.
There
is
quite
a
demand
for
good
sun porch, garage, furnace heat to let.
Send all contributions to 12 Kr.ox
To be vacant about Oct 15. TEL 958-J
lively stories at the library and it Maude Greenlaw, recording secre
street, Thomaston.
tary;
Mrs.
Gladys
G
rant,
financial
Fire on the Walter Swift property is always with regret we are forced secretary; Mrs. Ethel Benner, treas
MY HOME at 81 Summer St., of eight
rooms to let; unfurnished, all modern.
in the northern part of *he town to tell our fellow inmates that we urer.
C.
M HARRINGTON T el 551-W
116-tf
Wednesday afternoon destroyed the have no such books. We have all
The new local schedule of the M C.
been
wishing
th
at
we
might
procure
barn wih all its contents, badlyFURNISHED
apartm
ent
of
five
rooms,
SW EET JUICY CALIF. O R A N G E S .... dozen .19
R. R. which went into effect Monday
bath, hot water heat. In business section.
damaged the ell and damaged the some western story books and maga is: West Bound, 8 52 a. m.; 2.39 p. m.;
Inquire of H B R . this office
118-120
zines
from
many
who
have
such
G RAPEFR UIT .......................................... 5 for .25
house, principally with water. Fif6.00
p.
m;
Sundays,
3.15
p.
m
East
FOSS
HOUSE,
77
Park
St.,
two
room
heated apartments, lights and water. 85
I teen tons of hay. a large amount of lying about unused, all such books Bound, 9.47 a. m.; 2.10 p. m.; 9 31 p. m.
C A N T A L O U P E S ............................................each .10
a week.
114-tf
would
be
more
than
welcome,
especi
grain, all Mr. Swift's farming tools
Sundays, 9.25 a. m.
SIX ROOMS and hath to let. Apply
G RAPES— TO K AY A N D M A L A G A .... 3 lbs .23
and other equipment, and furniture ally old bound magazines and dis
104 NORTH MAIN ST. Tel. 27-M
At the special town meeting Satur
carded
books
from
libraries.
Also
114-tf
in the ell, were destroyed. The loss
day it was voted to re-open the Gross
B A N A N A S .............................................5 pounds .25
FOUR ROOM apartm ent with bath,
is estimated at $4000, with insurance trade journals on printing.
Neck school for one year and to sell
available Oct. 1. MRS A H. JONES. 5
of $1700. The fire department made
LA RG E FANCY C A U L IF L O W E R ...... head .15
Talbot Ave. Phone 576
113-tf
the Vannah house on Main street.
W
ALDOBORO
] a quick run and did good work.
FURNISHED room at 5 Talbot Ave.
Burns suffered while lighting a
FRESH
EGGS,
large
b
r
o
w
n
..................
dozen
.35
PHONE 576.
113-tf
Services a t the Baptist Church
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Mollenhauer, kitchen fire with kerosene resulted
| Sunday will be, 9.45 a. m., Bible who were at the Sampson homestead in the death yesterday of Ralph M
’*
EU R O PEA N BAKERY B R E A D school; 11 a. m„ preaching service, this summer, have returned to Brook Stahl 45, at Community Hospital
topic, "Dangerous Fogs;" music, lyn, N. Y.
Camden. Mr. Stahl, a resident of
FRENCH L O A F .......................................................10
anthem. "Jesus Saviour Pilot Me;"
♦ ---------------------- 8
Mrs. Etta F arrar of Boston has North Waldoboro, was a member of
LA
R G E RYE L O A F ............................................. 20
8 ( * * « . * « . —— —
baritone solo. "I Hear Thy Voice," been visiting Mr. and Mrs. H. E. the American Legion Post at Union
* MY MILL starts grinding for the pub
William T. Smith, Jr.; response, Wentworth.
and belonged to the Grange. Besides
lic Oct. 19 and every Friday Including
PU
RE
OLIVE
O
I
L
...................................gallon
1.75
Oh Rest in the Lord," Mendlesohn,
Nov 23. five cents per gallon J. H SIM
Mrs. Ralph Benner will entertain his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Dennis
ONTON. Meadow St.. West Rockport.
arranged by J. H. Cornell. The the Baptist Missionary Society Friday Stahl with whom he made his home,
118-120
IM PORTED NO RW EGIAN HERRING, each .10
Lord's Supper will follow this serv- afternoon.
the deceased leaves two daughters,
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rock
land Hair Store, 24 Elm Gt. Mall orders
( ice. A'. 6 p.
Y.PB. of C.E.; 7
SPA G H ETTI or M AC AR O N I, any style, 2 lb .25
Mr. and Mrs. P. E. Storer have been Frances and Olive both of Edgecomb
solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
p. m. topic, “Affirmative Christi in Portland a few days.
Funeral services will be held at the
118-tf
anity."
Mr. and Mrs. L T Weston and Mr. residence Friday a t 2 p. m., with Rev
KEYS! KEYS! KEYS! Keys made to
CERTIFIED GREEN M T. PO TATO ES, 100
order. Keys made to fit all locks when
Miss Mattie McKenney of Haver and Mrs. Kenneth Weston recently George Davis of Aina offic'aiing.
original keys are lost. House. Office or
pound sack ................................................................. 85
Car. Code books provide keys for all
hill, Mass., accompanied by Mrs. visited relatives In Houlton and C ari There will also be services by the
locks without bother. Scissors and
Genevieve Frye is at Cosy Nook Cot bou.
American Legion. Interm ent will be
Guaranteed to keep all winter— stock up now !
Knives sharpened. Prompt service Rea

\uau.ia>o-

WARMTH

LO ST A N D F O U N D !

Pray

^CIRCULATOR

A N D ITS PURE —
IT G IV ES A MORE
EVEN H EA T!

PHONE ROCKLAND 115
FOK PROMPT DELIVERY

S O C Q N X -V A C U U M

O IL

C O M P A N Y , IN C .

GLENDENNING’S MARKET
993

Telephone

W e Deliver

W EEK-END SPECIALS
M EAT M ARK ET VALUES
SMALL LEAN

J W

ROASTING PORK
................... lb

r

19c

FRESH KILLED

NATIVE F O W L .......................... lb

24c

NATIVE

LAMB L E G S ................................. lb

19c

LEAN SHORT SHANK SACK'D

Top Round Steak, lb 25c

Shoulders,

Bot. Round Steak, lb
Cube Steak,
lb
Pork Chops, ctr, cut
Lamb Fores,
lb
Rump Steak,
lb
Sirloin Steak,
lb
Link Sausage,
lb
Hamburg Steak, lb

lb 17c

LEAN

P ot R oast,

lb 15c

NATIVE

V eal S teak , lb 3 5 c
V eal Chops, lb 2 5 c

23c
25c
25c
12c
35c
33c
25c
15c

FANCY BRISKET

CORNED B E E F ..........................lb

17c

C lose’s Superior
H igh Grade E xtracts
Vanilla,
?. oz
Lemcn,
? oz
Checkberry, ? oz
Peppermint, ? oz

bot
bot
bot
bot

23c
25c
25c
25c

Tokay Graoes, 2 lbs
Concord Grapes, bsk
Celery,
bunch
Green Tomatoes, pk
Eating Apples, 6 for

15c
19c
09c
19c
25c

TO LET

A

‘S i l

SVNKIST

doz 27c

Oranges,

17c

Cauliflower,

Cooking Apples, pk 29c
Bananas,

4 lbs 23c

FRESHLY CUT

PIG’S L I V E R ..................... . . 2 lbs

23c

1 0 lbs

25c

VINEGAR FO R PICKLING . . . gal

23c

SWEET P O T A T O E S ........

STICKNEY & POOR S B. B. U. 8. P
1 LB. BAG

1■LB. BAG

'i LB. BAG

18c

09c

CREAM T A R T A R 33c

To

The
C ourierG azette
W an t-A ds

ROCKLAND PUBLIC MARKET

W E E K -E N D S P E C IA L S

I
I

FANCY SWEATERS—In lots of patterns and styles, $1.00,
$2.00, $3.00. Heavy Sweaters at $1.9$, 33.00, $5.00.
PANTS—We have some wonderful value:, for men or boys at prices
which all can afford, $1.00, $1.50, $1.98, $2.00, $3.00.

I

We don’t expect to sell everybody, but tf you’ll but give us the
chance to show our goods, we’ll be satisfied

WILLIS AY ER
I

♦ MISCELLANEOUS

IN

NEW Y O R K

C IT Y

Reasonable Rates • Prepossessing Locations
s in o ii
Direction of K.J. Carrot

*130

0

oouue

HOTH YO«K - 7th Av«. and 36th St — 1 minute Penn. Station
HOTEL GRANO-Broadway and 31 at S t— 2 minutes Penn. Station
HOTEL ENDICOTT-Columbui Ave. and 81 *» S t — Oppotlte Park
HOTEL MARTHA WASHINGTON far Woman - 29 East 29th S t
IN BOSTON
Hotel Manger, No. Station, 12.50 up.

IN CHICAGO
Hotel Plaza, No. Ave. Si No. Clark St. $1.50 up

tage, Cushing.

Mrs, H. I. Eugley, who passed two

in the Comery cem etery.

sonable prices.

»

CRIE HARDWARE CO.,
118-W

Main St-, Rockland. Tel. 791.

I
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Fuller

Cobb

Davis

STO CK

R E D U C E D T O B A R G A IN P R IC E S
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TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS BIG SALE
THIS G R E A T BU Y IN G O PPO R T U N IT Y ENDS OCTOBER 13
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® S O C *E T Y
In addition to personal notes regard-!
Ing departures and arrivals, this department especially desires Information of
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc
Notes sent by maU or telephone will be ,
gladly received.
TELEPHONE ______________ 770 or 794

Dr. and Mrs Kendall Anderson of
Crait Colony, Sonyea, N. Y., and Mrs.
David S. Waite of Bridgewater, Vt.,
are visiting Mr and Mrs. A. C. Jones. |
Dr. Anderson is assistant dermatolo
gist a t the Rochester General Hospi
Mrs. George W. Smith, Mr.,
tal.
George Wooster and Mrs. E. F. 1
Glover motored to Bangor Tuesday
Mr. and Mis. Gordon Weston of
and were guests of Mrs. Frances CanGroton, Mass., are visiting Mrs. G.
K. Mayo and Mrs. A. H. Jones
Members of Mrs. E. F. Glover s
Sunday School class and husbands
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Clark of
I are to have picnic supper and a sing
Thomaston, Mrs Sadie Leach. Miss
Sunday evening a t 6 in the UniverElla Tolman of Rockville and Mrs.
salist vestry, with Rev. and Mrs. John
Flora Bernard of Camden returned
Smith Lowe and other Round Pond
Tuesday from three days’ motor trip
friends as honor guests. Dr. Lowe
which took them along the coast to
comes Sunday to preach at the Con
Eastport and Calais, then along the
gregational Church.
boundaries to Van Buren, Madawaska
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Snow gave a and Port Kent. The return home
picnic supper Monday their guests was made via Eagle Lake, Ashland
being Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Wyllle of and Masardis to Smyrna Mills and
Warren, Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Messer. Bangor.
Mrs Ralph Tibbetts. Mrs. Rose Nor
Willard Sewall and Lewis Tooth wood, Miss Maerise Blackington, and
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Leach. aker of Brunswick, were in the city
Bean-O furnished fun for the eve 'Tuesday, and attended a Masonic
ning. with Miss Blackington carrying meeting in Thomaston.
off the highest score.

Mrs. Edward Gonia entertained
Russell Bartlett Jr. was home from T H E. Club at supper and cards Mon
riverstty of Maine for the weekend. day at Crescent Beach.

Mr and Mrs. Carl Clark of Marl
Mrs. Hugh Bain who has been at
boro. Mass arrived yesterday to be the A. B. Allen cottage at Crescent
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Gonia Beach for the summer is on a motor
a t Crescent Beach.
trip with Miss Adelaide Snow for sev -,
eral days.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Berry are
in Boston for the week.
Mr. and Mrs. Ammi Sewali visited
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Sewall in
Mrs. Laura Albee has returned to
Brunswick Tuesday.
Swampscott, Mass., after spending a
few days with her sister, Mrs. Henry
Mrs. Frank Luce is in Dorchester
Bucklin, in Thomaston.
Mass., for two weeks.
Shakespeare Society resumed its
meetings Monday evening by m eet
ing at the home of Mrs. Rosa Little
field. H ie study of “Henry the
Eighth” was begun, and these papers
were presented The Age of Shake
speare, by Mrs. Helen Ome; Life of
Henry the Eighth. Mrs. Angelica
Glover; Inaccuracies of the Play,
^Mlss Helen York; The Source of the
Play, by Mrs. Eva Hellier. Mrs. Eve
lyn Hix read the prologue.
Mrs. Adelaide Butman entertained
Wednesday afternoon, with four
tables of cards.
Miss Edith Clark, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. R. U. Clark of Broadway
celebrated her ninth birthday Friday
by entertaining 18 playmates a t a
jolly party. Games under the di
rection of Miss Madlene Rogers were
enjoyed until the luncheon hour.
The table was attractively decorated
in orange streamers adorned with
autumn leaves extended from the
chandelier. Orange marigolds formed
the centerpiece. At each place there
was an orange basket filled with
candles. Three beautiful birthday
takes, one made by Edith’s aunt,
Mrs. Cleveland Trask, graced the
table. Those present were. Paul Mo
ran, Norma Philbrick. John Knight,
Leroy Black, Parker Worrey, Dotty
Havener, Alice Cross. Ebba Kalloch,
Joan Ripley, Lewis Stockford. Sylvia
Christoffcrson. Leona Wellman. Mary
Wellman, Carl Kalloch, Harriet Clark
and Evelyn Clark. EJdtth received
many nice gifts.

Rooevlk Club met Tuesday with
Mrs. Evelyn Crockett at Ginn's Point.
Picnic dinner was followed by after
noon sewing.
Mrs. B. B. Smith. Mrs. J. F. Knight,
Mrs. W. W Spear, Mrs. W. A. Glover
and Mrs. M. R. Pillsbury motored to
Portland Tuesday.
Mrs. Herbert Mullen entertained
Chummy Club a t dinner and cards
Tuesday evening, the occasion serv
ing as a birthday celebration for Mrs.
Frank Fields who was remembered
with a gift of silverware in addition
to a sumptuous birthday cake.
Bridge honors were won by Mrs. Ed
ward Gonia and Mrs. Kate Hall.
Charles G Hewetit is occupying the
Annie Thomas house a t 478 Old
County road.

B L A C K IN G T O N ^
■

j

’ a L

Mrs. Harold Coombs is home from
Knox Hospital where she underwent
surgical treatment.

ROUNDS SHERIDAN

CA M DEN

B udget S h o e s
A Sensation!

P A R IS H

B la c k in g to n ’s

BEERY
cooper

d .jJ .'D a v ii

O IL
(JO

The marker to be erected for Capt.
John Perry of Revolutionary fame
by Lady Knox Chapter D.A.R., is to F U N E R A L D I R E C T O R S
be unveiled Oct. 21, a t 2.30. The
handsome brass marker mounted on
a boulder will be placed on the lawn We want at this time to thank those
of the residence of Mayor L. A. families who have honored us.
Thurston, at The Highlands, near the
spot where Capt. Perry had his home. We w ant particularly to express our
gratitude in their recommending us
pady Knox Chapter D.A R. opened
its season Monday with a luncheon to their friends and neighbors.

B elfast as guest speaker.

- r e i i ; ''.

New lot of Preservo, waterproofing
for truck covers at Rockland Awning
Rev. T. M. G riffiths of Colby Col- ! Co. Phone 1262-W and let us make
The marriage of Philip Rounds, son
lege,
a former pastor of the Baptist your truck cover storm proof at once.
of Rev. and Mrs Walter S. Rounds
113-118
Mrs. Horace Benner and family of Cambridge, formerly of Rocklano. Church, will preach there Sunday
morning.
*1
' spent the weekend with Mrs. Sherand Miss Annette Ayer Sheridan was
Mrs. Ralph Satterlee is taking a
. man Benner at Port Clyde.
FRIDAY ONLY
solemnized Saturday a t a charming vacation from the W. O. Hall store
Mrs. Marcina Malloy of Matinicus fall wedding at the home of the and Miss Vivian Cassens is substitut
T h e d efen se a tto rn ey
spent a few days recently with Mrs. bride's aunt and grandmother in Mel ing.
k n ew the m an w as in 
Horace Benner, Marine street.
Mr. and Mrs. Prank L. Kennedy are
n o c e n t o f m urder, hut
rose, Mass., where she has been living
on a motor trip to Laconia, N H.
he cou ld “ p ro v e" him
for some years. The 20 guests
Mrs. George Ayers and son Rich
Mrs Mary Clapp of Brockton is
g u ilty . . . th e m a n w h o
h ad stolen th e w om an
visiting her sister, Mrs. Charles C. included only immediate members of ard are visiting friends in Boston.
the two families and a few close
he l o v e d !
The Bay View Garage owned by
Tibbetts, at 12 Florence street.
friends. The fine old homestead was George Nichols has been moved to
Four new styles, in Suede or
As a complete surprise to her par very iovely with its room decorations the building on Washington street,
genuine kids, styles created by
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Stephen S. L of marigolds. The biidat party stood formerly occupied by the Ford Com
designers of the country's out
Shute, their daughter. Miss Elene B. before a window banked with autumn pany.
standing footwear. Every pair
Miss Geraldine Satterlee of West
Shute, arranged and carried out very leaves and laurel. The officiating
fresh and new. Complete size
efficiently a party in honor of their clergyman was the groom's father who Hampton. Long Island. N Y. is
range to 8. Examine these
27th wedding anniversary Tuesday. used the impressive service and re- guest of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Sattcrshoes as you enter the store
Plans had been made for the 25th sponses written by Henry Van Dyke, lee, Central street.
—center.
Mtss Ida E. Handren of Berwick,
and also for the 26th but on ac and this service marked the final one
count of illness, were cancelled. The of Mr. Rounds' Rockland pastorate N. S.. has been visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Handren, Sea street.
modern arrangement of the compara which concluded on Oct. 1st.
ELach Pair U nconditionally G uaranteed T o Give
The bride who was given in mar
Mr. and Mrs. Robert W. Jamieson
tively new home made a good setting
for the buffet supper which was riage by her brother, Edwin A. Sheri have returned from a short stay at
Satisfactory Service
dan. with her quiet poise and charm West Outlet Camp, Moosehead Laki*
served from a table daintily decorated
was very lovely *n a floor length
Ralph M Stahl of Waldoboro died
in silver and white The centerpiece
was a handsomely decorated cake sur burnt orange gown trimmed with rare at Community Hospital Wednesday
old lace, a family heirloom. She wa.’ morning following burns he received
mounted with a sailing ship model m 1
attended by Mrs. Edwin A. Sheridan at his home while attempting to start
silver. At either end of the table
as matron of honor who wore beige a fire with kerosene. Mr Stahl was
were two tall gray vases with bouquets
The groom had as his best man hit at one time a resident of this place
of silver Japanese flowers and the
brother. William Rounds. The bi^da: and owned and managed the Robert
dainty silver sixpences. The place
march was played by a cousin of the W Jamieson garage on Mechanic
cards were the work of Mrs. Ward B.
bride.
street.
Cleaves of Ellsworth, formerly of Bel
Following the ceremony buffet
Mrs. Charles Burgess entertained
fast. and were tiny ships under full
lunch was served in the dining room
SATURDAY ONLY
sail. A varied and delicious menu
the ladies of the Methodist society'
The table covered with a lace cloth Wednesday afternoon at her hom e1
Hair Trigger Action!
was served. Mrs.Lewis Kuhnle and
had a huge bowl of marigolds In the on Mechanic street
Dynamite Thrills
N O TE T H E S E F E A T U R E S
Mrs. Carl F. Larsen assisted Miss
center flanked by four tall green
with
Mrs
Olive
Young
has
resumed
her
Shute in serving and in pouring.
candles m silver sticks. At one end position as clerk in the G. W Achorn
1. Genuine French heels.
4. Oak bend outsoles.
JOHN WAYNE
Mr. and Mrs. Shute were the recipi
was a silver coffee urn presided over store after a vacation spent in Ben-1
2. Scuff-proof heels.
in
ents of several gifts ot silver includ
5. Styled in co-operation wi'h
by an aunt of the bride, and at the nington, Vt., where she was guest of ]
3. Choice of leathers, including
leading resident New York
ing dishes. Mrs. Shute was formerly
“WEST
OF
THE
DIVIDE"
other end of the table was the bride': her niece, Mrs Wilfrid Wahlquist.
|
finely grained, clear, genuine
stylisL
Miss Helen Bachelder of Rockland
kid. '
cake which the bride cut and served
Mtss Virginia Jamieson arrives this I
Highlands, and is a prominent social
TODAY
to the guests.
week from Oak Orove Seminary at
leader in Belfast.
PAT
PATTERSON
The newlyweds left for a honey
If Y ou A re Not W earing B lackington's Shoes . . .
Vassalboro to spend the weekend
in
moon
a
t
Lake
Wlnnepesaukee.
at
s
In Poughkeepsie. N Y., descend
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Rob
"LOVE TIME"
You A re M issing Som ething!
camp
which
the
bride
and
her
brother
ants of the Smith Brothers, coughert W. Jamieson.
drop makers, still operate the restau own and where her people have
Mrs. Sanford C. Babbldge and chil
honeymooned for three generations dren have returned to their home on
rant where William (Trade) and An
Her going away attire was a suit of
drew (Mark) in 1847 compounded!
Mountain street after spending the
brown with hat and matching acces
their famous remedy.
summer in their cottage. Birch Villa
sories. On their return they will re at Dark Harbor.
In a window of the restaurant is a
side in Greenwich, Conn., where they
3 1 0 M AIN STREET,
ROCKLAND
sign listing “Taxes paid by Smith
Brothers,” covering 25 different clas have taken apartments.
The bride is a graduate of Pem
sifications. They include taxes levied
k O L L I ^ J f c Z J I X S T O P ’ /-lO S K fc y
FR ID A Y -SA TU R D A Y
broke College, Providence, and has
by five States, two cities, a county,
for several seasons acted as counselor
W
A
L
L
A
CE
and the Federal government, on in 
in girls' camps. Everyone who has
come, excess profits, gross receipts
met her is charmed with her grace
personal property, capital stock,
B. Stanley Gregory of Glencove.
Miss Martha Burkett, Mrs. Emilio gasoline, telephone, and many other Mr. Rounds is a graduate of Rockland
Mrs. A. L. Perry and Miss Mabel Hary and Mrs. Gladys Harjula won items. At the bottom of the list, in High School and Harvard College, and
J A C K IE
Oxton, of Rockville, W. W. Gregory honors In cards when Mrs. Fred place of a signature, appears the re for the past five years has been em
ployed
in
the
Bell
Telephone
Labora
and grandson Warren, motored to Haining was hostess to the H. W. minder: “We do our part."
tories in New York. He is a man of
Farmington Sunday to visit Miss | Club Monday night,
The sedate Wall Street Journal
sterling worth.
Ruth Gregory a t the Normal School
thought the Smith Brothers’ sign a
Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Stewart were fitting subject for an editorial It
as Long John Silver, the
NORTH HAVEN
at their cottage a t Bremen for the headed its editorial: “The Smith
pirate, and Jim Hawkins, his
weekend.
Brothers Cough Up."
hero-worshipping pal
FRIENDSHIP

at the Copper Kettle attended by 15
members. Mrs. Clinton Stevens of It is on such neighborly co-operation
Bangor, S tate regent, was honor that good Service is assured.
guest. She was accompanied by Mrs.
Hall, also of Bangor. Adjournment
was made to Montpelier where a
THOMASTON 192
joint meeting with General Knox
Chapter
of
Thomaston
was
held,
with
* Fur coats lined and repaired.
1 0 7 M A IN STREET
Mrs. C. H. Merrifield. 362 Main St. Rear Admiral William Veazle P ratt of
T H O M A S T O N ,M A IN E
M -tf

jM

Mr. and Mrs Leslie Farr of K ittery i
OCTOBER
who have been attending the annual
Now the golden gay October
Flings a banner to the breeze.
State Congress of Parents and Teach Sings
a loud, trium phant chorus
That re-echoes through the trees.
ers at Augusta arrive today to be
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Post Trees a maze of radiant color
Brilliant reds and yellows gleam.
over the weekend.
Mrs Willis I. Ayer and Mrs. Henry
C. Chatto are spending two weeks In
Boston, where they will be joined by
Mr. Ayer the last of next week.

Flaming bright In glorious splendor
Like the magic of a dream.
While the ground In velvet softness
Still reflects a vivid sheen
Brightened by autumnal flowering
Midst the grasses tall and green.
In the orchards rich fruit ripened
Hangs upon the bended boughs.
In the meadows, marsh hay gathered
Into mounds to All the mows.

Mr. and Mrs. William A. Glover
motored to Orono Saturday to visit i
the gardens pumpkins yellow
their son William at University of InLie
amid the dying vines.
Maine. They attended the Maine- Grapes In royal purple clusters.
Promise ot the sparkling wines.
Rhode Island football game.
Mrs. Felccia Dodge entertained re 
cently O A Y. Club at dinner. Her
guests were Mrs. Rena Fales of East
Friendship.MS-s. Doris Maxey and Mrs
Olive Fales of South Warren. Mrs
Doris Jordan, Mrs. Marjorie Cum
mings and Mrs. Blanche Fales of this
city.

Deep w ithin the ground all safely
Big potatoes snugly lie,
Soon the harvester will gather
For the winter's food supply.

O the golden glad October.
Harvest season of the year.
Bringing to our homes rich treasure.
To our hearts a note of cheer!
As we garner In the harvest.
FulflUed promise now made clear.
Let us voice a glad thanksgiving
For the fruitage of the year
Elizabeth O Marsh.

When fortune fallB to bow end smile,
And leaves us stranded by the way
Our lot seems hardly worth the while.
Disheartened thoughts seem here to
stay—
'Till some good friends who understand.
Put forth a cordial, helping hand
A friendly grip that's firm and true
Can heal a wound, relieve a pain:
Relight the torch of life anew.
Cause hearts to quicken once again.
Make brightest day of darkened night.
And send life's worries all afllght
Far-flung are wonders to behold.
Spread out In vistas w ithout end—
Yet sweetest visions we behold.
The face and smile of a true friend.

Note: These lines werq among the
last written by Foster B. Snow of
North Haven, in whose soul in the
last few years had been awakened
the spirit of true verse. With deep
est regards they were dedicated to
Henry Fc’.ten Huss. These lines were
read at the union summer service by
Mr. Huse with the remark that they
really belong to summer residents
whose kindnesses to Island people
are both numerous and generous.
The lines were also read at the fu
neral service of Mr. Snow Sept. 27.

NOW PLAYING
‘ BRITISH AGENT"
With
x KAY FRANCIS
■ LESLIE HOWARD
Shows, 2.00, 630, 8.30
Continuous Saturday
2.00 to 10.30
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kinship w it h sea

Some Interesting Facts C o n 
Do Not W a n t To Be O b stru c 
cerning the City o f San
who
come
to
spend
their
summers
in
(Continued from Page One)
tionists, But A sk Safe
the nation's easternmost playground.
Francisco
guards In Liquor La w
In my younger days as a marine re
Still in Robbinston we noted that
San Francisco's general strike
Decision to "let the wets write their porter I recorded many such cedar trees are much in evidence;
own laws" but to insist “so far as pos charters, furnished me with almost th a t the reddish hue is very pro emphasized again the close kinship
daily regularity by the gen.al Capt. nounced at Mil! Cove, and that the of the city with the sea, and its im 
sible" that certain prohibitions be in
Charles E. Hall, who was first mate town boasts a corral for handling an
cluded therein for the protection and at Capt. E. A. Cutler's ship brokerage expected invasion of Western cat portance as the focus of many heavily j
safety of the public was made a week office (now occupied by Recorder tle. St. Andrews Bay was still bathed traveled rail amd air lines,
"When you stop to think," says
ago by the executive committee of the En-ign Otis) until the shipp.ng in in fog.
Frederick Simpich in a dispatch to
"Home Made Ice Cream"
Christian Civic League of Maine, it dustry practically ceased. A wonder
On our various ramblings we have the Washington, D. C. headquarter
was revealed by Rev. Frederick W. ful gathering place for the "old salts
was th a t office and I can still se e ) found it extremely difficult to pass of the National Geographic Society, i
Smith, executive secretary of the
that large round stove, about wh,ch a “home made ice cream” without
"that 118 different steamship lines
league.
grizzled mariners vied with each due investigation, and just now we
"We came to the conclusion that wc other to see which could tell the big. come to a small but attractive way- serve the Golden Gate, you realize
would not be obstructionists." Mr. gest one.
side stand bearing such a legend and what a general strike can mean to [
The Coast Dwellers
known as the Pine Grove Tea Room. such a busy world trade center.
Smith said, "but we shall insist, so far
S trutting by us is a flock of ganders. The proprietor is a young man who
as we can. th a t these prohibitions be
The Embarcadero, Where Trouble
Started
written into the liquor laws for the fearless and audacious after the m an. came a year or two ago from Massa
ner of their kind. We recalled a chusetts and has learned to milk
general protection of the public and
"San Francisco Bay covers 450
trip we once made down Buttermilk cows and lead the simple life. As
of those who feel, as we do, that no Lane past a flock of these hostile we were sampling his excellent ice square miles of roadstead and its
liquor law except complete piohibi- birds.
cream he rema: ked casually that the piers provide some 17*4 miles of
tion would be satisfactory."
Here, too, we meet up with another house was one in which a murder berthing space. Into this busy Bay
Points listed by Mr. Smith, as hav odd name—Open Brooks Garage occurred two years ago. before he district, which reaches many towns
ing received tile approval of the com If there is any significance to the became the owner. The sensation and cities besides Oakland and San
name it may be assumed that the stirred that section of the Maine Francisco, there pours a daily stream
mittee were:
coast at the time, but being a hard- of men and goods by bus line and
garage is not open in winter.
Local option, assuring the barring
Robbinston has a sardine factory boiled newspaper m an I managed to railway, as well as by ocean lanes
of sales in towns where public senti- | which is operating—spasmodically.
finish my ice cream.
from the Seven Seas.
ment favors such acuon.
The owner of the tea room (and
I Traveling along Maine's seacoast
"The Embarcadero, where the strike
Elimination of private profit as one is impressed by the attractive I am sorry I did not take down his started, is a State-owned waterfront S
nearly as possible.
ness of the houses and well kept name) was a former printer, in the street three miles long. I t is a
Absolute prohibition of sale of in ; premises. Most of the houses were employ of the Boston News dureau. fascinating museum of naval architoxicating liquor to persons under 21 doubtless erected by sea captains, but and remembers taking proofs to an
lecture, with assorted sea craft rang
years of age.
w.th th a t occupation so completely editor, who. I think from the de ing from Chinese Junks, yachts,
That's why the wite old owl opines.
Trick stunts, a t tuch, m ay be okeh.
Absolute prohibition of consump
waned th at it is scarcely visible to scription. must have been T. Ray sloops, scows, tugs ferry barge.There’s nothing to these monkey-shines.
But none of them serve to portray
tion of liquor on premises where sold.
the naked eye. many of the residents mond Pierce, a former Rockland liners. tankers, and freighters, to
What you should have are first-hand facts
How fuels behove when once they are
In an explanation of this item Mr.
seaplanes, ferryboats and battleships
find th a t of necessity they must boy.
From which to judge how fuel aett.
Smith pointed out that Wehster s dic
Put to the test in your own car.
(Concluded in Saturday’s Issue)
"You can think of this Bay as a
wrest their livelihood from the folks
tionary classes any place, whether
great turning-around basin lo r ship-,
hotel, tavern or other place, where '
“
“
~
of all nations. In a year, between
BIG
SI
MMER
BUSINESS
S e e in g is b e l i e v i n g ! T e s t E s s o le n e in y o u r o w n c a r . ,
liquor is consumed as a “saloon" and has b ^ n jln a ily adopted by the Lege - .
7,000 and 8.000 vessels sail in and out
lature.
That
is
a
m
atter
that
must
J
he declared that abolition of the
a n y w a y y o u c h o o s e . O b s e r v e t h e r e s u lts . T h e n pass
be determined by the bill, but, if it i s ; These are vital figures indicating of the Oolden Gate. Once California
saloon is necessary.
was the Union's greatest wheat ex
at
all
acceptable
we
will
not
seek
t
o
!
the
extent
of
Maine's
summer
busi
No sale on the Sabbath, holidays or
j u d g m e n t . W e ’ r e c o n t e n t t o a b id e b y y o u r d e c is io n .
delay it by referendum. We shall ness as compiled by President Swett porter; but to-day the chief exports
election days.
from the Bay are: mineral oils
continue
to
fight,
however,
to
get
ail
No advertising of intoxicating
of the Maine Publicity bureau: 23.578 dried fruits, canned fruits, barley,
Motor Oil in the crankcase enables Easolene to do its best]
those provisions included in the laws
liquors.
Marne people, employed in the recrea cigarettes, automobiles, canned milk,
Reasonable closing hours for places t^Stilating the sale of liquor,
AT R E G U L A R ■ G A S O L I N E P R IC E
tional business receive $7,420,123; sardines, redwood lumber and wheat
where sold.
flour.
assessed value of private and public
AUTUMN SONNET
Prohibited areas within 300 feet of
summer property. $45702.996. paying
|For The Courier-Gazette)
Sixty Towns in Vicinity
schools or churches, in which liquor
If Autum n made the page ot Life com taxes of $2,035 440; assessed value of
may not be sold.
plete.
"Richard
Dana, writing a century
»nd finished It with yellow leaf and sere boys' and girls' camp property.
Tightening of the present laws te
a rin g the Summer world bereft and $7,135,000. Those are but a few of ago, said: 'If ever California bedealing with drunken drivers.
drear.
ight Indeed our mournful lays the highlights, comments the Bangor com« a Prosperous country, this Bay
He asked for united church support We mrepeat.
Commercial
will be the center of its prosperity?
on this platform, stating tnat the If Spring crept North on laggard, stum b
____________
A bold prophecy then for the land
ling feet.
league and those church people inter We m ight have cause to mourn the dying
BELFAST HOSPITAL BEQUEST
aas emPty. Now more than 1,750 Copr. 1934, Emo, Inc.
year.
ested would be represented at public To face
____
000 people live on the Bay in Alamec..
the Winter with Instinctive
C
O
L
O
N
I
A
L
B
E
A
C
O
N
O
I
L
C
O
M
P
A
N
Y
,
I
N
C
O
R
P
O
R
A T E D
fear.
hearings before the Legislature next
Emily H Hyams of New York left a Berkeley. Oakland. San Jose, Sa:;
And weep for Summer with bright Joys
year when the liquor regulation ques
replete.
Francisco—in all some sixty-odd1
1net estate of $131,346 when she died
tion comes up for discussion and Ah. cowards all, we sigh for pleasures
towns and cities
THE STATE PAYS
ably by county attorneys and sheriffs
FOUR YEAR TERMS
dtaining the vast inland valley of
January last, a transfer tax appraisal
dead.
would seek to have as many of these
"More and more the Pacific a re a !
And put our courage, hope, and tru st
in
all
sections
of
the
State
and
that
central
California.
showed. The Waldo County General becomes the stage of stubborn world- i
prohibitions included as possible.
|
In pawn:
Sheriffs and County Attorneys Feel practically all of the 16 counties will For the Removal of Political "Mugs”
down Life with mournful, heavy hospital at Belfast was left $5000. and
Sugar Refining Important
"This m atter has been taken out of We laytread.
trade battles; and this port is anI
they NtHuUd Be On ruuie filth be represented.
From Trees and Telephone Pole,
our hands.” said Mr. Smith. "Vie And let the darkening sky breathe. the residuary estate was bequeathed open gate to a trade domain wherein | “San Francisco Bay has smelt of
Pointing out th at registers of deeds,
Other Official,
have no desire to be obstructionists when Hsprin's
r, lie the tiniest in equal shares to Fannie and Bertha lies mote than half the world's! raw sujar for half a century. Cane
county treasurers and other county
The State of Maine will foot the
We do not want safeguards. The!
flow'ret's head
Cobe, both of Brookline, Mass, population.
was growing in the Sandwich Islands
i In some bright, not too distant April
County attorneys and sheriffs of officers are elected for four-year bill for removal of political signs
cousins and a third cousin. Celia
question has been asked as to our at- ,
dawn!
“In step with this westward trend when Captain Cook found them, in
Maine have been invited to meet at j terms. Mr. Dale said that sheriffs and ( nailed on roadside poles and trees
Berger of Cleveland.
tltude on a referendum after the bill J Lubec, Maine. Kenneth H. Cassens.
come Amer,car. Industrial giants to
1778, ai.d crude sugar was one of the Brunswick next Wednesday to dis-I county attorneys should not be dis before election and not since reerect their branch factories around
first schooner cargoes for this port. cuss plans for the Introduction to the criminated against and they should | moved.
the Bay. Familiar trade-marks wink
be shown the same courtesy and con
Gov. Brann and the Executive
About the time of the Nevada silver
at you by night through electric eyes |
State Legislature in January of a bill sideration- as other county officers I Council Monday passed the followboom, Washington made a treaty '
Ships, motor cars, preserved foods
with King Kalahaua by which sugar proposing that the tenure of office of by having their terms of office in I irtg order:
linoleum, bags made of im ported!
"The State Highway Commission
could be sent here duty free in re sheriffs and county attorneys be in -j creased from two to four years.
Calcutta
jute—everything
from
is authorized (to instruct highway
turn for a United Stales naval coal creased to four years.
poultry feed to accordions. Canned
The sponsor of the meeting, Ralph 1
I patrolmen to remove all paper and^
ing station at Pearl Harbor. From
goods from here cover the earth. I r
i cardboard signs that have ceased to
this incident, and the introduction O. Dale, county attorney-elect o ii
an ink-scented lithograph plant you
be useful, within the limits of any
of sugar belts into California, a vast Sagadahoc, said that the Brunswick
meet the veteran proprietor, whe
I highway."
refinery trade grew up around San meeting will be for the sole purpose
landed here a poor German sailor
of banding county attorneys and I
Francisco Bay.
boy. Listen to him tell about globe
| Park your car under cover, day i
"When the brig Belfast of New sheriffs into one organization to fur- ,
trotting labels on canned fish, or the
evening for 25c. Fireproof Garag
York tied up at the Broadway wharf ther his proposed bill. He said that
world travels of gaudy raisin or in 1848 she was the first craft to un the proposal has been received favor-1
j Rockland.
117-tf
breakfast-food boxes, and you fee! load at a San Fiancisco pier instead
that commercial art is also one of . of into lighters—and the new board
California's cultural exports
wharf was only ten feet wide! To
’ Why, do you know ' he exclaimed day's waterfiont boasts more than
‘even In the shadow of the Pyramids
45 piers, equipped with modern
my son found an empty salmon can mechanical devices to handle heavy
And. sure enough, on it was a label cargoes.
made right here in our plant! ’
“But you smell the same old pun
N O W -G H E A T E R T H A N EVER — DUE TO LOWER FREIGHT RATESI
Street Lights Once Used Whale Oil gent smells of windjammer days—
"Whale oil was once in common raw sugar, rotting wcod. dead fish,
use lor lights about this Bay Ever, wet rope, salt air. and oakum; and
the street lamps of the city burned it you like to remember the Belfast, or
Now you smell crude oil and see It that gala day in 1851 when the whole
sinning on the water. Long, fat city stopped gambling long enough to
tankets and greasy barges plow the honor Skipper Josiah Creesy. who
Eay. About the shores stand huge brought his clipper, the Flying Cloud,
refineries, their big white storage •wound the Horn from Sandy Hook
tanks looking from the air like glam to the Golden Gate in 89 days.
“Even exotic Fishermen's Wharf is
birthday cakes. From San Joaquin
Valley, and the amazing field at tust as fascinating as when Robert
Kettleman Hills, oil is piped here Louis Stevenson combed it for atmos
From the hills, too. comes natural phere in "The Wreckers.” A frame of
gas. a new and vast source of cheap Mediterranean life it is, lifted up
power, a boon to factories in a region and set down here by Golden Gate,
with swarthy singing men in high
without coal.
“San Francisco stands on a penin boots dragging brown nets out to
sula. North and east of it is the dry."

S m o o th e r P erfo rm a n ce

AMERICA’S GREAT TRUCK VALUE

The FORD V -8 alone offers, all these5 important

truck features

GAY OLD DOG—A world famou, dog
• *!'%*l?ientertlln» two charming visitor,. By
’ ." ’- ’•n.ean, of an Ingenieu, elect
ele< ro-m.ehirv
5
,
, leal arranoement
arrangement thia
thl, ddog actually
-r>
talk, to anyone who whittle, at It.
‘X.
>r i
The whistling sound I, picked up by
I
■' ’
a concealed microphone which set, e
Sightseers view wreck of S. S.Morro Castle off the shore at
special phonograph record in motion
Atbury Park, N. J.
Nipper then moves hit head, wiggles
his ears, and talks back In a deep
g s = =
■
' bass vole*.

gieat harbor; to the west, the Pacific.
So mest travelers reach it by water.
And its voice is the hoarse blast of
ferryboats on the Bay. That sound
never ceases. Counting commuters,
nearly 55,000,000 people a year pass
through vast Perry Building a t the
foot of Market Street, a city within
itself.
“For years men talked of a bridge
across the Bay, tying San Francisco
i to Oakland. To-day it is being built
. toll bridge, to be part of the State
highway system.
Planned as a
double decker, it will carry nine lanes
of automobiles and two tracks of
street cars. At present, the Bay
, ferryboats haul about four and a half
millions of vehicles each year. The
new bridge will be able to handle
15.090 vehicles an hour, at the peak
i of traffic and may carry as many as
; 40,000,000 a year. Still another bridge
higher but shorter, is being built to
•pan the picturesque Golden Gate
i itself, th at spectacular breach in the
Cl>ast Range through which, long
ago. a great river flowed and which
still forms the only floodgate for

WASH OUT
15 HUES OF
KIDNEY TUBES
Win Back Pep . . . Vigor . . . ViUlity
Medical authorities agree that your kid
neys contain 15 MILES of tiny tubes or
filters which help to purify the blood and
keep you healthy.
If you have trouble with too frequent
bladder passages with scanty amount caus
ing burning and discomfort, the 15 MILES
of kidney tubes need washing out This dan
ger signal may be the beginning of nagging
backache, leg pains, loss of pep and vitality,
getting up nights. lumbago, swollen feet
and ankles, rheumatic pains and dizziness.
If kidneys don't empty 3 pints every day
and get rid of 4 pounds of waste matter,
your body will take up these poisons causing
serious trouble. It may knock you out and
lay you up for many months. Don t wait.
Ask your druggist for DO AN S PILLS . . .
a doctor's prescription . . . which has been
used successfully by millions of kidney suf
ferers for o\er 40 years. They give quick
(**’ef and 7?!’ h*,p to
out the 15
MILES of kidney tubes.
But don t take chances with strong drugs
or so-called "kidney cures" that claim to fix
you up in 15 minutes for they may seriously
Injure and irritate delicate tissues. Insist
on DOAN PILLS . . . the old reliable re
lief that contain no "dope” or habit-forming
drugs. Be sure you get DOAN’S PILLS
•t your druggist. © 1934. Foster-Milburn Co.

ECENT decreases in freight rates are being
. passed on to you in the form of further sub
stantial reduction in delivered prices of Ford
V-8 Trucks. These reductions became effective
September 15th.
That's great news. But think how much more
than first-cost saving the Ford V-8 offers you.
Think of the power of this rugged, 80-horsepower V-8. Then look into gas and oil costs.
They’re at new “lows”—both of them. Look
into upkeep. Truck-built throughout, the new
Ford V-8 will “take” punishment that used to
mean the repair shop.
But talk to Ford V-8 users themselves. They’ll
tell you a story of performance and economy that
sounds like high-priced trucking • • . instead of
the lowest-priced you can get!
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Atk any FirJ Dialer about Ike new lower delivered pricee

